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ABSTRACT
Lipophilic bioactive compounds (LBCs) have been gaining attention due to their
antioxidation and health-promotion properties. Although many delivery systems have
been studied to encapsulate LBCs to increase stability and bioaccessibility of the LBCs,
most of delivery systems lack of practicality for application in the food industry due to
energy-extensive encapsulation processes and high-cost carrier materials used.
Additionally, while a variety of encapsulating systems exist in nanoscale to achieve
efficient encapsulation of LBCs, nanoscale systems with encapsulated LBCs may be
subjected to reassessment of toxicity. In this dissertation, freeze-dried potato
microparticles (FDPMs) and freeze-dried mushroom microparticles (FDMMs) were
studied as carrier materials to load three LBCs: resveratrol (RSV), curcumin (CCM), and
quercetin (QCT). The porous structure of both FDPMs and FDMMs provided the
physical basis for use as novel carrier materials to load high concentrations of LBCs. The
solutions with high amounts of RSV, CCM, and QCT were prepared in the binary solvent
of ethanol and polyethylene glycol 400 (40:60 v/v) for diffusion in the porous matrix.
After evaporation of ethanol, the crystalline structure of the studied pristine LBCs
became amorphous after loading in FDPMs and FDMMs. Loading LBCs in FDPMs and
FDMMs reduced the degradation during UV irradiation, and the amorphous state of
loaded LBCs improved their solubility significant to their functionalities. The antioxidant
capacity was observed for the increased ferric reducing power of RSV loaded in FDPMs
and the increased DPPH scavenging activity of CCM and QCT loaded in FDPMs. The
v

enhanced bioaccessibility than pristine RSV was observed for RSV loaded in FDPMs.
The synergistic antioxidant activity was observed for CCM and QCT co-loaded in
FDMMs. When CCM and QCT co-loaded in FDMMs were incorporated in beef patties,
more significant inhibition of lipid oxidation than treatments with pristine ingredients
was observed after cooking and refrigerated storage. Findings from the present
dissertation may be significant to manufacturing functional foods to enhance the health
benefits of LBCs and their utilization as natural antioxidants to improve food quality.
Key words: porous food matrix; lipophilic bioactive compounds; delivery system;
bioaccessibility; lipid oxidation
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Chapter 1 Introduction and literature review
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1.1 Abstract
Lipophilic bioactive compounds (LBCs) such as polyphenols and carotenoids are found in
plants. Due to their potential health benefits, LBCs have attracted great attention by food and
pharmaceutical scientists. However, low water-solubility, distinct flavor, and susceptibility to the
degradation during storage and processing of LBCs make them difficult to be applied in food
systems. Therefore, the encapsulation of LBCs in various delivery systems has been proposed to
increase bioaccessibility of LBCs by enhancing water solubility, dispersing LBCs in matrices,
and protecting LBCs from degradation. In this chapter, currently available delivery systems and
encapsulation technologies for LBCs are discussed, and then plant matrix and diffusion are
introduced as alternative carrier materials and encapsulating technologies, respectively.
1.2 Introduction
These days, more and more consumers are recognizing the consumption of plant-based
foods as a way to prevent diseases (Aschemann-Witzel et al., 2020). This is mostly due to the
awareness of the health benefits provided by nutrients and LBCs in plant-based foods (Kim et
al., 2019; McMacken & Shah, 2017). Particularly, LBCs are of great interest due to their healthpromoting effects and antioxidant capacity (Fraga et al., 2019; Nabi et al., 2020). Several
categories of LBCs include carotenoids, oil-soluble vitamins, sterols, and polyphenols. The
evidence has been reported that antioxidant properties of LBCs attribute their ability to prevent
cancer, cardiovascular disease, obesity, and neurodegenerative diseases (Abdul Rahman et al.,
2017; Gan et al., 2010; Grigalius & Petrikaite, 2017; Roleira et al., 2010). Although LBCs are
omnipresent in plant-based foods, the health-promoting benefits of LBCs depend on many
factors, such as their chemical stability (Campos-Vega et al., 2015), plant matrix in which LBCs
2

are located (Reginio et al., 2020), and digestion parameters (Lucas-González et al., 2018). The
incorporation of LBCs into food products has been limited due to the propensity to form
insoluble crystals and poor in vivo results, such as low physiological stability during digestion
and low bioaccessibility (McClements et al., 2007; Nagarajan et al., 2020). Therefore, there has
been a strong need to develop delivery systems to load, protect, and release desirable LBCs.
Numerous delivery systems in food systems have been studied to protect LBCs from
degradation and to release LBCs in target organs, mostly intestines, thereby increasing
bioaccessibility of encapsulated LBCs. Comprehensively, the bioaccessibility of LBCs is crucial
to their health-promoting effects because LBCs must be released from the food matrix to the
gastrointestinal (GI) tract during digestion and become available for absorption. When
bioaccessibility is high, more LBCs can be absorbed into the bloodstream in a biochemically
active form, leading to enhanced bioavailability of LBCs (Martínez-Las Heras et al., 2017). In
food science, the bioaccessibility is usually evaluated in vitro by measuring the concentration of
solubilized LBCs treated with simulated digestive fluids (Ketnawa et al., 2021). The positive
correlation between enhanced bioaccessibility and in vivo bioavailability of encapsulated LBCs
has been reported (Lamsen et al., 2020; Ozkan et al., 2020). Because the health benefits of LBCs
are directly related to the effective dose and bioavailability of LBCs, most delivery systems in
food science have focused on achieving reasonable loading capacity and high bioaccessibility of
LBCs (Zou et al., 2016). However, the use of toxic solvents and surfactants, severe processing
conditions (e.g., high temperature, high pressure, and extreme pH), and the instability of delivery
system during storage are several factors that should be improved in developing delivery systems
(Ozkan et al., 2019).
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In this review, antioxidant properties and bioaccessibility of LBCs are discussed and three
studied LBCs (resveratrol (RSV), curcumin (CCM), and quercetin (QCT)) are introduced. It is
critical to choose appropriate delivery systems to load LBCs of interest and accomplish desired
goals, such as high loading capacity and improved bioaccessibility of LBCs. Therefore, common
delivery systems and encapsulation technologies that are used for delivery application are
reviewed for their advantages and drawbacks. The last section reviews porous matrices of plants
as potential carrier materials for LBCs and the diffusion technologies available for plant matrixbased delivery systems.
1.3 Lipophilic bioactive compounds
1.3.1 Antioxidant activity of lipophilic bioactive compounds
LBCs in plants are usually produced as second metabolites, which display health-promoting
effects on human body (Zhao et al., 2015). Many LBCs have been identified as having
antioxidant properties, encompassing carotenoids, oil-soluble vitamins, and phytosterols (Yao et
al., 2014). In human body, carotenoids are not synthesized de novo but after being consumed and
bioconverted (e.g., two molecules of retinal from one molecule of β-carotene), carotenoid
derivatives become constituents of antioxidant defense system (Stahl & Sies, 2003). Among a
variety of defense mechanisms, carotenoids are usually engaged with scavenging singlet
molecular oxygen and peroxyl radicals (Young & Lowe, 2001). Similarly, oil-soluble vitamins,
such as vitamin E exhibit antioxidant activity mainly through their radical scavenging activity
and lead to the reduction of oxidative stress in organisms or lipid oxidation in food products
(Pfluger et al., 2004). Antioxidant properties of phytosterols have been demonstrated by their
ability to inhibit the oxidation of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol (Homma et al.,
4

2003). However, the correlation of antioxidant activity of phytosterols and their health beneficial
effects should be further studied (Trautwein & Demonty, 2007).
Among LBCs, the most studied and important category is polyphenols (PPs) due to their
strong antioxidative properties and abundance in nature (Vladimir-Knežević et al., 2012). PPs
are naturally occurring organic compounds with multiple phenol units and found in colored
berries, herbs and spices, nuts, and some vegetables (Pérez-Jiménez et al., 2010). Many studies
have reported that the antioxidant activity of plant-based foods is proportional to the
concentration of PPs present within the foods (Ketnawa et al., 2020; Koehnlein et al., 2016). The
regulation of enzyme activity is the main antioxidative mechanism of PPs (Ji et al., 2020). The
enzymes related to antioxidant activity can be categorized into antioxidant enzymes and
oxidases. PPs improve the activity of endogenous antioxidative enzymes usually by inducing
synthesis of the antioxidative enzymes. For example, superoxide dismutase (SOD) is the enzyme
that can break superoxide anion (O2-) into O2 and H2O2, and the addition of CCM into hypoxiainduced adipocytes increased the concentration of SOD (Priyanka et al., 2014). QCT also
increased the expression levels of many antioxidant enzymes including SOD, glutathione
peroxidase, and catalase, resulting in significant neuroprotective effects on pyramidal neurons of
rats against ischemic injury (Chen et al., 2017). Also, PPs exhibit inhibitory effects on oxidases
such as lipoxygenase, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase (NOX), and
monoamine oxidase. NOX leads to the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in vascular
system and causes atherosclerosis; however, RSV effectively suppressed NOX activity and
protected endothelial cells from oxidative damages (Chow et al., 2007).
The antioxidant activities of PPs are mainly involved with the disposition of hydroxyl group
(–OH) and the variation in phenolic rings (Rice-Evans et al., 1997). For example, increased
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antioxidant activity was observed when hydroxyl group is located at the ortho (σ-) or para (ρ-)
position in a phenolic ring (Shahidi & Ambigaipalan, 2015). Not only can these PPs reduce
oxidation by trapping singlet oxygen but also can control first-chain initiation by scavenging
initial radicals (e.g., OH) and retard oxidation through enzymatic induction or binding metal ion
prooxidants (Cu2+ and Fe2+) (Ketnawa et al., 2021; Shahidi & Ambigaipalan, 2015).
Additionally, enhanced antioxidative potency of PPs has been reported due to additive or
synergistic effect of PPs (Guo et al., 2021). Numerous in vitro and in vivo studies have revealed
that the antioxidant activity of PPs plays important roles in preventing the development of
oxidative stress-mediated diseases, including cancer, cardiovascular diseases, and
neurodegeneration (Gupta et al., 2014; Mitjavila & Moreno, 2012; Uddin et al., 2020).
1.3.2 Bioaccessibility of lipophilic bioactive compounds
Bioaccessibility is defined as the amount of a nutrient, which is released from ingested food
matrix and therefore is available for the absorption in intestine after digestion (Hedrén et al.,
2002). The bioaccessibility of LBCs in foods is influenced by the structure of food matrix, but
little is known about the exact impact of food matrix on the bioaccessibility of LBCs entrapped
in foods. The complexity of food matrix may reduce bioaccessibility of LBCs due to less release
of LBCs. For example, only 22.0% of initial concentration of isoflavones was present in the
supernatant after in vitro digestion of cookies and centrifugation, whereas it was 90.0% for fruit
juice (de Pascual-Teresa et al., 2006). The result suggests that the complex structure of cookie
matrix composed of sugar, protein, and fat may have inhibited the release of entrapped
isoflavones. The morphology of food matrix also affects the bioaccessibility of LBCs (Parada &
Aguilera, 2007). Crystalline substructure of chromoplasts where carotenoids are stored, led to the
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lowest bioaccessibility of β-carotene among tubular, globular, and crystalline chromoplasts (Sitte
et al., 1980).
The structure of LBCs itself is also critical to bioaccessibility. Typically, insoluble
crystalline form of many LBCs leads to poor solubility of LBCs in water. When LBCs are
consumed orally, only a limited portion of LBCs is dissolved and becomes bioaccessible in the
GI tract (Rein et al., 2013). Therefore, it is important to transform crystalline structure of LBCs
to enhance bioaccessibility. For example, higher bioaccessibility of β-carotene was achieved
when crystalline β-carotene changed its structure to amorphous form being dissolved in oil-inwater nanoemulsion than when its crystalline form was physically mixed with phosphate buffer
saline (PBS) (Xia et al., 2015). Reduced crystallinity of LBCs encapsulated in various delivery
systems has been widely reported (Ahmad et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2012). However, it should be
highlighted that LBCs in delivery systems do not always exist in amorphous form. For example,
crystalline structure of CCM was observed in the emulsions prepared with 10.0 mM PBS, corn
oil, and tween 80 (Zou et al., 2015). CCM in crystalline state can be encapsulated into food
matrix, but the release of CCM may not be encouraged if CCM in carrier materials remains in
the crystalline form, which leads to poor solubility of CCM in GI fluids and low bioaccessibility
in intestines (Araiza-Calahorra et al., 2018). Also, the selection of suitable material for delivery
systems is critical to enhance the bioaccessibility of encapsulated LBCs. In a study, carotenoids
(Lycium barbarum pigments) were loaded into the emulsion prepared with medium-chain
triglycerides, PBS buffer (pH 7.0, 10 mM), and soy protein isolate (Zhang et al., 2015). The
chitosan coating onto the emulsion droplets reduced bioaccessibility of carotenoids because
pancreatic lipase cannot migrate into chitosan aggregates formed at pH 7.0, which is higher than
the pKa of chitosan (pH 6.5), in which chitosan is half-charged.
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1.3.3 Resveratrol
RSV (3,5,4`- trihydroxy-stilbene) is a naturally produced polyphenol phytoalexin in plants,
such as grapes, peanuts, and soybeans (Burns et al., 2002). RSV is produced as a response to
environmental stress factors, including fungal infection, ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, and injury
by insects and animals (Ndiaye et al., 2011; Neves et al., 2012). These stress factors promote the
release of stilbene synthase enzyme, which is responsible for synthesizing RSV by acting on the
precursor of RSV, i.e., phenylalanine (López-Hernández et al., 2007). RSV is hydrophobic with
an octanol/water partition coefficient (Kow) of 3.1, containing two benzene rings with three
hydroxyl groups attached. Therefore, aqueous solubility of RSV is very low (< 0.03 mg/mL),
while it is slightly dissolved in DMSO (16 mg/mL) and ethanol (50 mg/mL) (Soto‐Valdez et
al., 2011). Although there are two geometric isomer forms (i.e., trans and cis) of RSV, transRSV is more abundant and predominantly associated with therapeutic properties (Augustin et al.,
2013). In general, the conversion of trans-RSV into cis-RSV occurs when exposed to UV light.
For example, UV irradiation at 366 nm for 2 h induced 91% of isomerization from trans-RSV to
cis-form (Trela & Waterhouse, 1996). Recent studies observed positive correlation between light
intensity and the rate of cis-trans RSV isomerization until the ratio of cis-RSV and trans-RSV
reached equilibrium after 2 h of UV irradiation (Montsko et al., 2008; Silva et al., 2013).
However, trans-RSV was stable without being converted into cis-form for more than 4 weeks
when trans-RSV was stored in the mixture of 50 mM phosphoric acid buffer and ethanol (1:1
ratio) at pH 1-7 without light treatment (Trela & Waterhouse, 1996).
Therapeutic potential of RSV has attracted great interest from researchers over the last
decade as studies have revealed medicinal effects of RSV, including anticancer, antiinflammatory, antioxidant, and cardioprotective properties (Abdelgawad et al., 2019; Das & Das,
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2007; Hsieh & Wu, 2010). In an in vivo study on Wistar rats, the supplementation of RSV (8
mg/kg) helped the restoration of DNA damage caused by 1,2-dimethylhydrazine-induced
oxidative stress, showing the role of RSV in quenching ROS (Sengottuvelan et al., 2009). This
ROS-quenching ability of RSV is ascribable to its phenolic groups that can scavenge free
radicals, such as hydroxy radical, superoxide anion, and lipid peroxyl radicals (Murias et al.,
2005). Chronic RSV supplementation also has shown that cellular antioxidant activity is
increased due to elevated levels of superoxide dismutase, various antioxidant enzymes, and other
co-factors, such as β-carotene, glutathione, and vitamin E (Sengottuvelan et al., 2009).
The dosage of RSV should be considered to achieve targeted health benefits. At the dose
range of 50-100 mg/kg, RSV protected spinal cord injuries in rats by preventing lipid
peroxidation and enhancing energy metabolism (Yang & Piao, 2003). Similar studies reported
that rabbit spinal cord was protected from injury due to inhibited lipid peroxidation and
improved nitric oxide production at 1 mg/kg or 10 mg/kg dose (Kiziltepe et al., 2004; Olas et al.,
2008). Muscle disuse induces atrophy and oxidative stress; however RSV administration of 12.5
mg/kg for 21 days decreased lipid peroxidation and hydrogen peroxide in muscle of rats (Jackson
et al., 2010). In senescence-accelerated mice, the administration of RSV at 25, 50, or 100 mg/kg
for 8 weeks improved learning and memory ability (Liu et al., 2012). The RSV dose of 25 mg/kg
did not improve activities of glutathione peroxidase, which protects organisms from oxidative
damages, but doses of 50 and 100 mg/kg were effective at reducing lipid oxidation and
preventing cerebral mitochondrial DNA deletion significantly. Regarding cardiovascular system
of rabbits, the RSV dose of 4 mg/kg significantly decreased ADP-induced platelet aggregation,
demonstrating the potential of RSV to prevent coronary heart disease (Wang et al., 2002).
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1.3.4 Curcumin
CCM, also known as diferuloylmethane, is a yellowish symmetric molecule with crystal
structure found in the rhizome of Curcuma longa (i.e., turmeric) (Aggarwal et al., 2003; AraizaCalahorra et al., 2018). Due to its relatively hydrophobic nature, CCM is practically insoluble in
aqueous solution with the partition coefficient (Kow) of 4.12 in the mixture of water and soy oil
(Zhou et al., 2021). Although CCM shows membrane permeability due to its considerable
lipophilic nature, CCM is also readily soluble in polar solvents, such as DMSO, methanol, and
acetone (Araiza-Calahorra et al., 2018; Hussain et al., 2017). CCM is sensitive to various
environmental factors, such as light, alkaline pH, elevated temperature, and oxygen (Kharat et
al., 2017). When exposed to these conditions, three reactive functional sites (i.e., one diketone
moiety and two phenolic groups) are readily oxidized by hydrogen abstraction (Priyadarsini,
2013). This leads to the formation of phenoxyl radicals, which are less reactive than peroxyl
radicals, consequently resulting in reduced antioxidant property of CCM (Priyadarsini, 2014).
Generally, the degradation of CCM in aqueous solution produces trans-6-(4’-hydroxy3’methoxyphenyl)-2,4-dioxo-5-hexenal as a major product and ferulic acid, feruloylmethane, and
vanillin as minor products (Schneider et al., 2015).
The health benefits of CCM are little suspect as various therapeutic effects of CCM have
been demonstrated through in vitro and clinical studies (Ma et al., 2020; Noorafshan & AshkaniEsfahani, 2013; Voulgaropoulou et al., 2019). Due to functional properties and pharmaceutical
values of CCM, it has been widely used as a natural colorant, a flavoring substance, and food
preservative and antioxidant in many food and beverage products (Eybl et al., 2006; Wakte et al.,
2011). Antioxidant property of CCM is a primary mechanism that explains most of therapeutic
effects of CCM on various health diseases. It has been shown that oxidative stress indices in
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young male adults are significantly attenuated after oral supplementation of CCM due to its
antioxidant capacity (Roohi et al., 2017). CCM exerts its antioxidant capacity on free radicals via
different mechanisms. First, CCM shows “superb” scavenging activity for free radicals, such as
hydrogen peroxide via proton donation from phenolic group (Ak & Gülçin, 2008). Also, CCM
can promote the activation of glutathione peroxidase and superoxide dismutase, which are
enzymes responsible for neutralizing free radicals (Marchiani et al., 2014). Lastly, CCM inhibits
ROS-producing enzymes, such as cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenase (Lin et al., 2007).
1.3.5 Quercetin
QCT (2-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-5,7-dihydroxy-4H-1-benzopyran-4-one) is a dietary flavonol
found in many plant-based foods, including berries, citrus fruits, lettuce, onion, and tomato
(Bhagwat et al., 2014). QCT is usually bound to ethers, sugars, or other phenolic acids in plants
(Wang et al., 2016). The various forms of QCT derivatives affect the rate of QCT absorption in a
human body. Typical western diet provides 15-40 mg QCT/day, while it has been reported that
the diet supplementation with 150 mg of QCT is associated with lowered systolic blood pressure
and reduced oxidized LDL in plasma (Egert et al., 2009). Various QCT supplements with
suggested QCT doses of 250-1500 mg are readily available, being marketed as alternative
therapies for allergies, hypertension, bacterial infection, bone defects, and neurodegenerative
disorders backed by data from in vitro and in vivo studies (Elumalai & Lakshmi, 2016; Mlcek et
al., 2016; Shoskes et al., 1999; Wong & Rabie, 2008). Particularly, the therapeutic effect of QCT
on hypertension has been thoroughly studied and is evidenced by multiple human clinical trials
(Larson et al., 2012).
QCT is susceptible to substantial chemical degradation during processing and storage. The
chemical stability of QCT is greatly influenced by pH. For example, at pH below 5, QCT exists
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as a positive ion or neutral molecule (Momić et al., 2007). At higher pH, however, –OH groups
of QCT are dissociated and this promotes the autoxidation of QCT (Dangles, Dufour, et al.,
1999). When pH is above 8.0, QCT undergoes autoxidation both in aqueous and organic solvents
(Dangles, Fargeix, et al., 1999). The accelerated rate of oxidation product formation was
observed when QCT was prepared in Britton-Robinson buffer at pH 10.0 compared to at pH 5.0
and 7.5 (Momić et al., 2007). Also, complete degradation of QCT in aqueous media was
observed after 180 min at pH 8 (Buchner et al., 2006) and 120 min at pH 10 (Moon et al., 2008).
This autoxidation of QCT should be prevented by encapsulating QCT in a delivery system
because antioxidant capacity of QCT is strongly dependent on its –OH groups (Brett & Ghica,
2003). Additionally, the encapsulation of QCT is useful in that undesirable sensory bitter flavor
of QCT can be masked through encapsulation (Sun-Waterhouse et al., 2013).
1.4 An overview of delivery systems
1.4.1 Emulsions
1.4.1.1 Oil-in-water emulsions
In general, oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions are composed of two immiscible liquid phases: oil
as a dispersed phase and water as a continuous phase (i.e., dispersion medium). Usually, oil
droplets are surrounded by an interfacial layer stabilized by emulsifier molecules, such as
surfactants, proteins, and phospholipids (Maldonado-Valderrama & Patino, 2010). The size of
most oil droplets is within the range of 10 nm – 100 µm (Langevin, 1988; McClements et al.,
2007). Due to high affinity to oils, many LBCs have been encapsulated in O/W emulsions
through various methods (Lu et al., 2016).
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Homogenization is often used to transform separated oil and water into a homogenized
emulsion. Because characteristics of homogenized emulsion are influenced by homogenization
parameters, pressure, temperature, and cycle of homogenization should be carefully controlled to
achieve desired oil droplet size and the viscosity of an emulsion (Yuan et al., 2008).
Microchannel emulsification (ME) is another method to encapsulate LBCs in O/W emulsions. In
ME, droplets are spontaneously produced at an O/W interface (Sugiura et al., 2001). Briefly,
dispersed phase passes through a narrow channel and comes out of the channel through an outlet
to spacious terrace where continuous phase is present (Khalid et al., 2018). The dispersed phase
expands slowly because internal pressure of the dispersed phase toward the outlet is higher than
inwards. This expansion occurs until the difference in pressure becomes equal to Laplace
pressure difference between dispersed and continuous phase. Then a neck is formed once
pressure balance becomes opposite due to fast flow of dispersed phase, leading to the detachment
of dispersed phase and the formation of oil droplets. The advantage of ME over homogenization
is that ME does not require external forces to produce oil droplets, preventing the degradation of
labile LBCs (Maan et al., 2015). The droplet size distribution from ME is also narrower (< 1%)
than from homogenization (Boom & Schroën, 2011). However, only droplets of micro-scale size
(1-550 µm) can be prepared using ME (Khalid et al., 2018; Kobayashi et al., 2010). Also, ME is
difficult to scale up in comparison to homogenization (Neves et al., 2015).
In a recent study, RSV was encapsulated into O/W emulsion using the mixture of miglyol
and orange oil as a continuous phase (Matos et al., 2018). The authors argued that creaming was
significantly delayed for RSV-containing emulsion stabilized by modified quinoa starch
particles, whereas it took less than 1 h for the emulsion stabilized by a non-ionic surfactant,
Tween 20. CCM was encapsulated into the nanoemulsion that consists of the dispersed phase of
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palm olein and curcumin dissolved in ethanol and the continuous phase of water (Raviadaran et
al., 2018). The resultant oil droplet size (250-1100 nm) was controlled by adjusting the
combination of pressure and the number of cycles of a microfluidizer operation. However, the
concentration of Tween 80 used (0.25-1% w/w) may be considered high. For example, only
0.1% w/w of Tween 80 can be used as an emulsifier in finished frozen desserts and no more than
360 mg/day of Tween 80 should be present in special dietary foods (FDA, 2020a). A group of
researchers loaded CCM and QCT individually into O/W emulsions stabilized by a modified
starch (HI-Cap-100) (Iqbal et al., 2020). The mean droplet size was 81.2 nm for CCM and 110
nm for QCT. Encapsulated CCM and QCT showed a high retention rate (83-88%) of CCM and
QCT during 5 months of storage at pH 7 and 25 °C. However, the retention rate decreased to 6880% at pH 2 and 65-74% at 1M of ionic strength during same storage period. This shows the
importance of storage conditions for O/W emulsions.
The main disadvantage of O/W emulsions is that they are inherently thermodynamically
unstable losing easily their integrity during storage via various physical mechanisms, such as
coalescence, flocculation, Ostwald ripening, and gravitational separation (Dickinson &
McClements, 1995). Therefore, environmental stresses, such as heating, chilling, and pH change
should be carefully controlled. Also, oxidation is a common reason for chemical instability of an
O/W emulsion (McClements & Decker, 2000). These physical and chemical instabilities pose
break-down of oil droplets, resulting in the failure to protect loaded LBCs. Additionally, it is
difficult to control the release of encapsulated LBCs to target sites because the diffusion of the
LBCs from interior of oil droplet to outside occurs in a short time (McClements et al., 2007).
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1.4.1.2 Water-in-oil-in-water emulsions
Water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) multiple emulsions are similar to O/W emulsions, but
smaller water droplets are contained within larger dispersed oil droplets in W/O/W emulsions.
W/O/W multiple emulsions are ideal to co-encapsulate hydrophilic and hydrophobic compounds.
Therefore, many studies loaded hydrophilic catechin and hydrophobic CCM (Aditya et al., 2015)
or QCT (Chen et al., 2018) simultaneously in W/O/W emulsions, expecting higher loading
capacity of bioactive compounds or synergistic beneficial effects between hydrophilic and
hydrophobic compounds (Hu et al., 2012). However, several studies on W/O/W emulsions
encapsulated only one individual LBC to achieve a higher loading capacity of the LBC. For
example, a study prepared W/O/W emulsions by optimizing the ratio of oil and internal water
phase (80:20 v/v), the concentration of hydrophilic (5% w/w) and lipophilic emulsifiers (10%
w/w), and homogeneous pressures for first (30 MPa) and second (10 MPa) homogenization step
(Wang et al., 2017). As a result, RSV was encapsulated within both internal water and oil phase
with the zeta-potential less than -30 mV, which is effective value to stabilize multiple emulsions
(Tamnak et al., 2016). However, the loading capacity of RSV in whole W/O/W system was only
0.056 % w/w, which may not be enough to deliver beneficial health effects. The goal of another
study was to enhance the loading capacity of RSV in W/O/W emulsions for practical application
(Díaz-Ruiz et al., 2020). While maintaining the ratio of internal water and internal oil phase as
30:70 or 40:60 (v/v), the ratio of internal phase and continuous phase was studied in the range
from 20:80 to 80:20 (v/v). High encapsulating efficiency (~ 90%) was observed as the volume
occupied by internal phase was increased from 20% to 80%, but the maximum concentration of
loaded RSV was 10.8 mg/L for 30:70 (W1/O, v/v) and 14.4 mg/L for 40:60 (W1/O, v/v),
suggesting significant room to be improved regarding loading capacity.
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The release of loaded LBCs within droplets in W/O/W emulsions to target sites can be
delayed due to more complex structure of W/O/W emulsions than that of O/W emulsions (Garti
& Bisperink, 1998). Another benefit of using W/O/W emulsions is that total fat contents can be
reduced compared to O/W emulsions by loading internal water phase into oil droplets; however,
the oil droplets in W/O/W emulsions can have volume fraction and droplet size comparable to
those in O/W emulsions (McClements et al., 2007). Despite these advantages, W/O/W emulsions
still share same drawbacks with conventional O/W emulsions: vulnerability to environmental
stresses. Therefore, storage conditions such as temperature, pH, and ionic strength should be
carefully monitored and controlled to prevent coalescence, creaming, and Ostwald ripening.
Additionally, LBCs encapsulated in the inner water phase within oil droplets can sometimes
gradually diffuse into oil phase or outermost water phase, failing to achieve planned target
delivery of LBCs (Lu et al., 2016).
1.4.2 Liposomes
Liposomes refer to spherical vesicles with concentric lipid bilayers (Le Bihan et al., 2009).
Because liposomes comprise aqueous core surrounded by phospholipid bilayers, hydrophilic
bioactive compounds can be carried within the aqueous core while LBCs can be entrapped in
phospholipid bilayers (Thompson et al., 2009).
Liposomes are among the first concepts for encapsulating RSV (Summerlin et al., 2015).
Many studies have utilized liposome-based delivery systems to encapsulate RSV using different
materials, such as soy lecithin, oleic acid, and egg yolk phosphatidylcholine (Caddeo et al., 2013;
Huang et al., 2019; Pando et al., 2013). The diameter of liposomes varied (70-470 nm)
depending on the preparation method of liposomes, while generally high encapsulation
efficiency of RSV was achieved around 80-90% (Balanč et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2019).
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Principally, liposomes are prepared using phosphatidylcholine with extrusion or sonication but
various extra materials, such as cholesterol may be added to liposomal bilayers to achieve better
stability of the vesicles (Lee et al., 2005). For example, low-methoxyl pectin was used to coat
RSV-encapsulating liposomes, resulting in superior system stability (Feng et al., 2020).
Enhanced antioxidant property of CCM was also reported when CCM-encapsulating liposomes
were coated with Eudragit S100, which is a pH-sensitive polymer (De Leo et al., 2018). In
addition, the physical stabilization of liposomes was achieved after co-encapsulation of RSV and
CCM due to the orientation of encapsulated materials, where CCM was placed in hydrophobic
core formed by bilayers, whereas RSV positioned themselves toward polar head groups of
liposomes (Huang et al., 2019). Similarly, hydrophobic QCT and hydrophilic epigallocatechin-3gallate encapsulated within a liposome showed synergistic antioxidant effect probably due to
their physical location in the liposome (Chen et al., 2019).
However, low loading capacity of LBCs in liposomes is the limiting factor because
overloading causes the loss of structural integrity of liposomes due to limited available volume to
encapsulate LBCs within phospholipid bilayers (J. Chen et al., 2014). Additionally, unstable
physicochemical properties and unexpected release of loaded LBCs during the storage of
liposomes have been reported (Sarabandi et al., 2019).
1.4.3 Solid lipid nanoparticles
Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) are colloidal carriers, in which lipid phase is fully solidified
in nanodimension scale (10-1000 nm) (Mardhiah Adib et al., 2016). The concept of SLNs was
initially developed in 1991 with the aim of providing physicochemical stability of, improving
biocompatibility of, and protecting encapsulated materials (Geszke-Moritz & Moritz, 2016).
SLNs consist of lipid core enclosed by a surfactant, and as a result, have the hydrophilic
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outermost layer with hydrophobic core. This structure enables SLNs to encapsulate LBCs, such
as RSV into hydrophobic interior, although hydrophilic bioactive compounds can also be
encapsulated into the particles (Souto & Müller, 2010). SLNs are usually prepared by fabricating
O/W emulsions with high-shear homogenization, ultrasonication, solvent evaporation, and
microemulsion-based methods (Lingayat et al., 2017). Main advantage of SLNs over other
delivery systems is that it is easier to scale-up (Mukherjee et al., 2009). Also, the use of organic
solvents can be avoided, consequently mitigating possible toxicological risks associated with
organic solvents (Parveen & Sahoo, 2008). In general, encapsulated LBCs are protected from
chemical degradation as molecular diffusion is impeded by solidified lipid phase (Weiss et al.,
2008). To achieve this, it is desired that LBCs are encapsulated within solid matrix once lipid
crystallization is completed. Sometimes, ongoing lipid crystallization often causes the expulsion
of encapsulated LBCs (Mukherjee et al., 2009). The stability and loading capacity of LBCs
within formed SLNs are mainly dependent on the type of lipids used as well as the characteristics
of emulsifiers added to stabilize oil droplets (McClements et al., 2007). When SLNs are made of
similar lipid molecules, such as tristearin, the molecules are capable of forming almost perfect
crystals with few imperfections (Mukherjee et al., 2009). However, LBCs are usually
encapsulated between fatty acid chains and exist within crystal imperfections, therefore, highly
ordered crystalline state of lipids does not provide enough space for large amounts of loaded
LBCs (Salminen et al., 2013). Accordingly, the use of lipids that have complex structure is
recommended to attain high loading capacity of LBCs.
Most studies about RSV in SLNs have been done for non-food application (e.g.,
pharmaceutical production), encapsulating RSV in a drug form to target specific diseases
(Gumireddy et al., 2019; Mohseni et al., 2019). Therefore, further studies on RSV-loaded SLNs
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are necessary for food application. A few researchers studied SLNs to encapsulate CCM
regarding food application (Ramalingam et al., 2016; Xue et al., 2018). The SLNs coated with
food-grade chitosan were prepared using high shear homogenization and ultrasonication
(Ramalingam et al., 2016). The study reported that both oral bioavailability and chemical
stability of CCM were increased significantly compared to those of non-encapsulated CCM.
Also, the combination of high-shear homogenization and ultrasonication showed the feasibility
of large-scale production of SLNs for CCM delivery (Ramalingam et al., 2016).
As aforementioned, however, crystalline structure of SLNs leads to have low loading
capacity of LBCs. For example, the maximum loading for RSV in glyceryl behenate-based SLNs
was no more than 3% (Jose et al., 2014). Additionally, specific range of storage temperature for
SLNs is required due to possible expulsion of LBCs resulted from crystallization process or
polymorphic changes during storage (Yoon et al., 2013), limiting wide application of SLNs in
food industry.
1.4.4 Biopolymer-based particles
Biopolymers such as proteins and polysaccharides have been gaining attention due to their
biocompatibility and biodegradability (Gopi et al., 2016). Biopolymers can be fabricated using
different modification methods to encapsulate LBCs and to produce biopolymer-based particles
(BPs) with desired physicochemical properties (McClements, 2019). BPs are often prepared by
self-association of biopolymers in aqueous solutions.
When globular proteins are used to produce BPs, the temperature above thermal
denaturation is commonly applied to globular protein solutions to induce self-association of
protein molecules (Jones et al., 2009). The dimension and surface charge of these BPs are
controlled by adjusting initial globular protein concentration, temperature and duration of heat
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treatment, and pH and ionic strength of the solutions (Jones et al., 2010). For example, whey
protein isolate solution was heated at 60 °C for 30 min and then adjusted to pH 9.0 using 2 M
NaOH to obtain smaller date palm pit extract-encapsulating particles with the diameter of ~104
nm than at other pH (Bagheri et al., 2013).
Alternatively, desolvation is used to obtain BPs. Desolvation entails the self-assembly of
biopolymers to form BPs (Giri, 2016). In desolvation process, alcohol or acetone is often used as
a desolvating agent being added to aqueous biopolymer solutions to change the solvent quality
and therefore to induce spontaneous self-aggregation of biopolymers in the solution (Donev,
2015). The ratio of desolvating agent and aqueous phase can be carefully selected to obtain
desirable behavior of biopolymers, such as casein and xanthan gum (Brunchi et al., 2021;
Konnova et al., 2013). In a recent study, RSV was loaded into kafirin/casein nanoparticles by
diluting binary solution of kafirin/RSV in water and ethanol (20:80 v/v) with aqueous solution of
casein, resulting in the precipitation of nanoparticles (Khan et al., 2019). The smallest particle
size was observed with 0.2% w/v of casein, whereas 5% w/v casein led to most stabilized
particles with the lowest zeta-potential among the studied concentration range of casein (0-6%
w/v). However, loaded RSV exhibited reduced ABTS+ scavenging activity.
Desolvation methods have several limitations. First, it has been reported that protein-based
BPs prepared from desolvation have usually low loading capacity (Chavoshpour-Natanzi &
Sahihi, 2019). Second, toxicity of desolvation agent (e.g., acetone) arouses the safety concern of
using desolvation for food application (Ezpeleta et al., 1996). Finally, BPs prepared from
desolvation often show poor stability, requiring specific pH and ionic strength for storage.
Cross-linking can be used to enhance physical stability and delivery potentials of BPs. A
variety of cross-linkers are available such as glutaraldehyde and genipin (Matalanis et al., 2011).
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Each cross-linker can crosslink biopolymers through either physical or chemical interaction so
that BPs can be stable under environmental stresses. Physical cross-linking involves noncovalent interactions, including hydrophobic interaction and hydrogen bonding, while chemical
cross-linking is formed through covalent bonds between biopolymers (Echalier et al., 2019).
However, most chemical cross-linkers are toxic. For example, genetic toxicity of glutaraldehyde
has been widely studied (Takigawa & Endo, 2006; Zeiger et al., 2005). Excessive use of photobased crosslinkers also aroused safety concerns due to chemical toxicity (C. Li et al., 2020).
High cost of cross-linkers is another factor that limits their application in food system (Keasler et
al., 2017; Muzzarelli et al., 2015).
1.4.5 Safety and regulatory issues of nanoencapsulation systems
The emergence of nanotechnology has allowed food researchers to adopt the application of
nanotechnology to develop delivery system for LBCs (Abbas et al., 2009). As a result, most of
aforementioned delivery systems have focused on producing nano-sized carriers due to the
advantages, such as improved stability and increased oral bioavailability of LBCs. Despite a
plethora of advantages of using nanoencapsulation, it has been facing safety, environmental, and
therefore ethical concerns over the last few years owing to possible consequences of using nanoscale carriers on human health and environment (Shishir et al., 2018). Therefore, the viewpoint
on nanoencapsulation has been changing, concerning the potential risk to human health caused
by consuming nanoparticles (NPs) (Katouzian et al., 2017). Notwithstanding, details on the
safety of nanoencapsulation have yet been explored, requiring extensive risk assessment and
long-term toxicity in particular (He & Hwang, 2016).
Generally, NPs can enter human body via skin permeation or oral consumption. As NPs are
orally consumed, they may penetrate into various organs through connective tissues (Katouzian
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& Esfanjani, 2017). Detrimental effects, such as inflammatory bowel disease have been reported
when NPs were accumulated in intestinal cells (Tetley, 2007). Also, the translocation of NPs
aggregated in the intestine of rat and fish to other organs was observed, resulting in inflammation
responses (Jani et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2007). The repercussion of inflammation response
includes increased absorption rate of NPs. This may pose problems because the presence of NPs
in intraepithelial zone inhibits the intake of foods with regular dimension owing to large surface
area and exceptional reactivity of NPs (Fröhlich & Roblegg, 2012). Furthermore, when NPs
enter the cells, NPs can modify the DNA in the cells and eventually manipulate normal functions
of the cells (Katouzian & Esfanjani, 2017). The accumulation of NPs in cells and organs in the
long term may pose significant cytotoxicity and immunological reactions (Petrarca et al., 2020).
However, few studies have been conducted for toxicity and absorption profile of food-based
NPs, calling for encapsulation methods that are not solely based on nanotechnology.
Surface properties of NPs often matter regarding cytotoxicity. A study showed that
negatively charged or neutral NPs possess less toxicity compared to positively charged ones (El
Badawy et al., 2011). Therefore, modifying surface chemistry by adding different functional
groups on or coating surface of NPs can be used to alter cell viability in animal and human
bodies (He & Hwang, 2016; T. Silva et al., 2014). For example, cytotoxicity profiles of NPs
were studied by MTT assay after the addition of NPs to human fibroblasts, and the result showed
that polyethylene glycol-coated iron oxide NPs improve cell viability compared to the NPs
without coating (Gupta & Wells, 2004).
Another issue regarding the application of NPs is the regulation. Currently, no legislation
exists that is globally agreed on the use of NPs in food and pharmaceutical sectors. While most
countries do not provide regulation guidelines on the risk evaluation of nano-encapsulated
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materials, European Commission clearly defined nanomaterials as intentionally engineered
materials with one or more dimensions of the order of 100 nm or less, including structures or
aggregates that may have the dimension above the order of 100 nm but maintain characteristics
of nanoscale materials (Rauscher et al., 2014). According to the regulation (EU) no. 10/2011,
NPs may possess toxicological properties, therefore, should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis
(EFSA Panel on Food Contact Materials et al., 2020). Additionally, NPs must not be included in
functional barrier because the migration of non-authorized substances from multi-layer may
occur (Amenta et al., 2015). The FDA does not postulate elaborate guideline on NPs within food
and drug matrix; however, it published “Draft Guidance for Industry”, which encompasses
general safety and regulatory guidance on novel technologies in food industry (Duvall, 2012).
The regulatory organizations in other countries also started to suggest that safety and hazard
investigation should be conducted before the commercialization of food and beverages that
contain NPs (Katouzian et al., 2017).
1.5 Encapsulation technologies
1.5.1 Coacervation
Coacervation is based on the spontaneous phase separation of homogenous colloidal system
into coacervate (solute-rich phase) and equilibrium phase (solute-depleted phase). In simple
coacervation, a water-soluble macromolecule is mixed with water and alcohol of various volume
ratios. Then, the separation of the macromolecule occurs between two phases of water and
alcohol of certain ratio; super dense phase with high macromolecule concentration and another
phase with high concentration of water (Eghbal & Choudhary, 2018). Complex coacervation
involves oppositely charged macromolecules in a single solvent that is separated into two or
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more phases with distinct concentrations of macromolecules. In complex coacervation,
intermolecular associate interactions established by charged macromolecules lead to the loss of
solvation and therefore phase separation of a single solvent (Tiwari et al., 2009). In the delivery
system prepared by coacervation, suspended or emulsified LBCs become core materials and
macromolecules act as layers. The encapsulation that utilizes complex coacervation has four
defined steps: 1) emulsification, 2) coacervation, 3) gelation, and 4) hardening (Salaün, 2016).
The structure and size of nano- and micro- coacervate capsules are significantly affected by
processing conditions, such as homogenization rate (Dong et al., 2011).
Natural polymers, such as polysaccharides and proteins, are usually used to prepare
coacervate capsules loading LBCs. RSV was loaded into casein using coacervation process by
mixing casein dissolved in water and RSV dissolved in ethanol (Peñalva et al., 2018). Prepared
RSV-loaded NPs exhibited the mean size of 200 nm and the loading capacity of 3% (w/w). The
release of RSV was increased after encapsulation in casein NPs and was not influenced by pH
condition (in vitro). Oral bioavailability of loaded RSV was 10 times higher than that of pristine
RSV, establishing high correlation between in vitro and in vivo data. Similarly, coacervation was
used to produce CCM-encapsulating NPs prepared with ovalbumin (OVA) and κ-carrageenan
(CAR) (Xie et al., 2019). The DPPH scavenging activity was not very high at pH 7.0, i.e., ~33%
for OVA NPs and ~23% for CAR NPs, probably due to low loading capacity of CCM in the NPs
(1.82% for OVA and 0.14% for CAR). However, the photostability against natural light for 25
days was significantly improved for both NPs. Embedding QCT in okra polysaccharides by
coacervation resulted in porous sponge-like particles of mean particle diameter of 334 nm (J. Li
et al., 2020). The resultant particles showed pH-responsive release rate, releasing less QCT at
lower pH (gastric digestion) but more QCT at higher pH (intestinal digestion). These results
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suggest that particles produced by coacervation can be used to increase stability and
bioaccessibility of encapsulated LBCs.
The major drawback of using coacervation is that coacervate capsules are only stable within
a very limited range of pH and ionic strength (Timilsena et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2009). This
restricts the type of macromolecules (i.e., carrier materials) that can be used to protect LBCs.
Furthermore, coacervation is an expensive technology to encapsulate food ingredients, being
limited to deliver expensive drugs or labile compounds (Fang & Bhandari, 2010).
1.5.2 Spray-drying
Spray-drying is an operating method to produce dry powder by atomizing a liquid system
through a hot gas current (Vehring, 2008). The initial liquid feeding system to be dried may be a
solution, colloidal suspension, or emulsion (Gharsallaoui et al., 2007). The encapsulation process
using spray-drying comprises four steps: 1) preparation of initial liquid feeding system, 2)
homogenization of the feeding liquid, 3) atomization of the liquid sample, and 4) dehydration of
atomized particles (Shahidi & Han, 1993). The liquid system to be spray-dried is usually
prepared by dispersing core materials in the solution of carrier materials. The core materials are
often hydrophobic while gum, maltodextrin, and modified starch are commonly used as carrier
materials (Fang & Bhandari, 2010). After being homogenized, the mixture is fed into a spraydryer, then solvent is evaporated, and dried capsules are collected once they gravitate to the
bottom of a dryer chamber (F. Gibbs, 1999). The collected dried powders vary in their size with
the range of 10-100 µm and typically have spherical shape (Fang & Bhandari, 2010).
Spray-drying has been widely used to encapsulate LBCs because of its continuous and
economical operation, resulting in dry and stable LBCs protected by wall materials. RSV
emulsion was prepared by mixing RSV ethanol solution with individual sodium caseinate,
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maltodextrin, and glucose syrup powder (1:1:1 w/w/w) in water and palm oil, and then spraydried to obtain microparticles (~ 10.2 µm) (Consoli et al., 2020). High encapsulation efficiency
of 97.7% was achieved, but loading capacity was only 0.08% w/w. CCM was also loaded into
skim milk powder by spray-drying CCM-containing skim milk concentrates; the stability of
encapsulated CCM during storage was improved, but the stability of pristine CCM was not
monitored for comparison (Neves et al., 2019). High encapsulation efficiency of QCT in vinal or
Arabic gum was reported (Busch et al., 2017); it may be due to strong interactions of flavonoid
structure of QCT with galactomannan present in vinal gum (Busch et al., 2015) and
arabinogalactan of Arabic gum (Zuidam & Nedovic, 2010). However, due to its poor thermal
stability, QCT has not been widely encapsulated through spray-drying. For instance, the
encapsulation efficiency for vanillin was within the range of 36.6-53.3 % (w/w) depending on
the type of carrier materials used (e.g., alginate, hydroxypropyl methylcellulose, inulin, and
methyl β-cyclodextrin), whereas the encapsulation efficiency for QCT was much lower (8.9018.5%) (Sun-Waterhouse et al., 2013).
Spray-drying is one of the most widely used processing technologies in food industry due to
its rapid, inexpensive, and simple operation (Shishir et al., 2018). However, spray-drying as an
encapsulation technology has several disadvantages. For example, only a few food polymers can
be considered as carrier materials because they must be dissolved in solvent at desired
concentration (Desai & Jin Park, 2005). Also, some core materials, including probiotic strains,
cannot maintain their integrity because of thermal denaturation by hot air during atomization
(Petrović et al., 2007). This requires the need for the addition of thermo-protectants into the
initial liquid feed system (Timilsena et al., 2020). Additional steps required to process fine
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microcapsules (e.g., agglomeration) have been also reported as a disadvantage of spray-drying
(Gharsallaoui et al., 2007).
1.5.3 Layer-by-layer deposition
Layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition technique utilizes the adsorption of charged polymers on
oppositely charged particles, resulting in the reversal of the particle surface charge (Thanasukarn
et al., 2006). By sequentially depositing positively and negatively charged biopolymers,
multilayered interfacial membranes can be created, and interfacial properties, such as thickness,
permeability, and stability against environmental stresses can be controlled (Ogawa et al., 2003;
Shi & Caruso, 2001). Although a majority of particles from LbL deposition are produced with
synthetic biopolymers, natural biopolymers should be used for food applications due to their
biocompatibility (Ochs et al., 2008).
A study reported the effectiveness of LbL deposition to encapsulate CCM. The authors
prepared kafirin-based hollow NPs (hNPs) using LbL deposition and solid NPs (sNPs) using
desolvation (Li et al., 2019). The particle size of hNPs (56-68 nm) was significantly smaller than
that of sNPs (119-133 nm). They argued that sodium carbonate crystals used as a template for
LbL deposition functioned as heterogenous nucleation point and prevented the growth of hNPs
during LbL deposition. The release of CCM from NPs was slower for hNPs than for sNPs
because most of CCM was entrapped in the core for hNPs but adsorbed on the surface for sNPs.
QCT was also encapsulated into lecithin/chitosan NPs coated by κ-carrageenan with a total of 5
layers (3 κ-carrageenan and 2 QCT-NPs) using LbL deposition (Souza et al., 2018). The authors
reported DPPH radical scavenging activity and ferric reducing power of multilayered NPs but
did not compare the results with control sample.
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The difficulty of producing LbL deposited particles in high concentration is a downside of
LbL deposition. Also, lengthy process of preparing delivery system through LbL deposition and
challenging scale-up process at industry level limit the application of LbL deposition in wide
areas (Guzmán et al., 2017).
1.5.4 Molecular inclusion complexes
Molecular inclusion complexation is the technique, in which “guest” molecule is
accommodated into the cavity of “host” molecule using physical forces, such as van der Waals
bonding (Nunes & Mercadante, 2007). Geometric compatibility and intermolecular interactions
between host and guest molecules are important factors for the efficacy of inclusion process. The
helical structures of amylose form a hydrophobic cavity to attract nonpolar guest molecules as
complexes. Therefore, inclusion complexes of amylose and unsaturated fatty acids, such as
eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid have been studied to protect them from
oxidation (Park et al., 2018). The physical properties of amylose-lipid inclusion complexes are
influenced by the length of amylose chain. For example, the desirable degree of polymerization
(DP) of amylose is between 20 and 60. When amylose chains are too short (DP < 20), forming a
complex with a guest molecule is not possible (Godet et al., 1995), whereas DP higher than 60
results in conformational disorder in crystalline complexes (Gelders et al., 2004).
Cyclodextrins (CDs) are the most commonly used host molecules (Astray et al., 2009; Li &
Yan, 2002). CDs are cyclic oligosaccharides that can be produced from starch by enzymatic
modification (Kfoury et al., 2016). They consist of six (α-CDs), seven (β-CDs), or eight (γ-CDs)
glucopyranose units, being β-CDs widely used for food application. These three types of CDs are
found in the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) “generally recognized as safe” (GRAS)
list as food additives (FDA, 2020c). The hydrophobic inner cavity of CDs allows the entrapment
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of LBCs forming “inclusion complex” while hydrophilic exterior enables the complex to be
dissolved in aqueous solutions (Astray et al., 2009; Brewster & Loftsson, 2007). The
thermodynamic parameters for the inclusion process of bioactive compounds can be obtained
from the following equation:
∆𝐺 = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝐾
where ∆𝐺 is the change of Gibbs free energy, 𝑅 is the gas constant (J/mol∙K), 𝑇 is the
absolute temperature (K), and 𝐾 is the binding constant (mol-1).
The ∆𝐺 values from inclusion complexation were -19.14 kJ∙mol-1 for RSV and -27.04
kJ∙mol-1 for CCM at 303 K, indicating that the inclusion process for both RSV and CCM with
CDs is spontaneous (Lu et al., 2009; Prabu & Mohamad, 2020). The water solubility of CCM
and RSV was greatly increased via inclusion complex formation with CDs, achieving around 104
times higher water solubility for CCM and even up to 7 × 105 folds higher for RSV (Ansari et
al., 2011; F. Silva et al., 2014; Tønnesen et al., 2002). However, the decrease in the
photostability of CCM was observed when CCM was complexed with CDs (Karpkird et al.,
2018; Tønnesen et al., 2002), whereas introducing RSV into CDs enhanced its photostability
(Allan et al., 2009; Cheng et al., 2018). The instability of encapsulated compounds as well as
high production cost and inability to target-controlled release limit the wide application of
inclusion complexes (Choi et al., 2009; Sambasevam et al., 2013).
1.5.5 Electro-spinning and electro-spraying
Electro-spinning (e-spinning) and electro-spraying (e-spraying) are relatively new
techniques as alternatives for other encapsulating techniques due to simplicity and costeffectiveness (Coelho et al., 2020). Both techniques are characterized by one-step process to
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produce encapsulation structures using electrohydrodynamic fabrication without the assistance of
thermal treatment or potentially harmful solvents (Chakraborty et al., 2009). In e-spinning, a
polymer solution is being charged by electrical forces as the solution flows out of a nozzle
(Bhardwaj & Kundu, 2010). When the charged jet is dispensed from the nozzle toward a
collector, a solvent is evaporated, and the jet becomes elongated, producing a continuous fiber.
During e-spraying, similar principle is applied; however, the jet forms fine droplets, leading to
spherical micro- or nano- particles (Gómez-Mascaraque et al., 2015). The advantages of espinning and e-spraying include easy operation, uniform distribution of LBCs in carrier
materials, and high encapsulation efficiency (Bock et al., 2012; Chakraborty et al., 2009).
E-spinning was used to encapsulate RSV using whey protein isolate and pullulan as wall
materials (Seethu et al., 2020). The nanofiber of a mean diameter of 63-208 nm was produced,
and loaded RSV had comparable antioxidant activity to pristine RSV but showed more
controlled in vitro release because pullulan prevents burst release of loaded LBCs (Borel &
Sabliov, 2014). In another study, QCT-loaded zein NPs were prepared by e-spraying (Rodrí
guez‐Félix et al., 2019). Viscosity is a critical factor to produce small, spherical, and
monodispersed NPs. Therefore, viscosity was optimized by adjusting the concentration of zein
(5% w/v) and ethanol (80% v/v). The QCT loaded within zein NPs showed higher in vitro
bioavailability (5.9%) than pristine QCT (1.9%). Most recently, nanofibers with multilayers were
prepared using sequential e-spinning (Wang et al., 2020). In this study, CCM-loaded inner
gelatin nanofiber was covered by outer layer of ethyl cellulose nanofibers. Due to hydrogen
bonding between adjacent layers, multilayered nanofibers had better thermal stability than
gelatin-only nanofiber. However, mechanical properties, such as tensile strength were
significantly lower for multilayered fibers than for gelatin-only fibers.
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E-spinning and e-spraying equipped with multi nozzles have been used to enhance the yield
of nanofibers and NPs production; however, scaling up e-spinning and e-spraying is challenging
(Prabu & Dhurai, 2020). Another obstacle for industrial application is the presence of strict
standards to follow (Molnar & Nagy, 2016). Also, the shrinkage and poor mechanical properties
of an end product are identified as a few drawbacks to be overcome (Senthamizhan et al., 2017).
1.6 Plant matrix as a natural alternative carrier material
1.6.1 Plant matrix and other natural porous materials
Studies on the plant tissues at micrometer level have revealed that plant tissues have porous
structures (Cloetens et al., 2006; Pieczywek & Zdunek, 2012). The porous matrix of plants
allows the transport of external liquid to the matrix through either simple or force diffusion
(Vatankhah & Ramaswamy, 2017). Mature plant tissues are classified as parenchyma, vascular,
protecting, and supporting tissues while edible portions of plants are mainly parenchyma cells
(Alzamora et al., 2005). These parenchyma cells make up cell wall membrane and allow solvent
molecules to pass through the membrane easily (Torreggiani, 1993). It was reported that the size
of pores in the walls of parenchyma is around 50 Å , allowing the crossing of small molecules,
such as sugars and amino acids as well as small-sized proteins and polysaccharides (Carpita et
al., 1979). However, not only wall pores but also intracellular spaces are also often referred as
pores. Generally, intracellular spaces exist in parenchyma tissues and account for about 20% of
total volume of apple, 40% of mushroom, and 1% of potato (Alzamora et al., 2005). Changing
intercellular spaces may allow easier passage of large molecules into matrix of plants. For
example, senescence of apple enabled intracellular spaces to become enlarged, which allowed
the passage of large molecules and even microbes (Ben-Arie et al., 1979). Unlike synthetic
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porous materials, plant matrices have complex geometries and inhomogeneous pore
distributions, making it difficult to predict liquid profiles in plant matrices during diffusion
(Chen, 2007).
Some natural porous materials can be used to encapsulate LBCs. Ferritin is a natural porous
protein that are present in almost all living organisms and has the pore size of 0.3-0.5 nm (Li et
al., 2007). Ferritin has been studied to encapsulate LBCs, such as anthocyanidin, β-carotene, and
CCM (L. Chen et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014), but to introduce co-assembly of protein-LBCs,
ferritin requires urea or guanidine hydrochloride (Liu et al., 2019) that has irritant effects on
human body or falls into toxic compound category, respectively (Ertell, 2006). Additionally,
protein-based natural porous materials, including ferritin can be significantly hydrolyzed by
proteases before they reach targeted organ, be disintegrated, and release entrapped LBCs (Lee et
al., 2012). Porous hydrogels made of natural materials, such as agar, calcium-alginate, and αcarrageenan can also be used to encapsulate microorganisms for fermentation (Udenni
Gunathilake et al., 2017). However, these natural porous hydrogels are not suitable for food
system due to physical and chemical instability (Verbelen et al., 2006). These call for the
necessity of natural porous carrier materials that are physicochemically stable and not solely
based on proteins.
Porous starch is another natural ingredient with non-toxicity and biocompatibility, having
the potential as an encapsulating material due to high adsorption of molecules of interest and
slow release of them (Chen et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2015). Porous starch is prepared from physical
hole-forming methods, such as microwave and mechanical extrusion, to increase specific surface
areas and volume of pores in native starch (Chen et al., 2020). After pore-formation process,
many pores extend from the exterior surface to the core of starch, providing the starch with
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efficient absorbent property (Cheng et al., 2015). A typical absorption process consists of three
steps (Chen et al., 2020). First, the molecule of interest, dissolved in a solution, diffuse toward
the surface of porous starch. Then, the molecule adsorbs onto the surface and further diffuses
into the interior of porous starch. Eventually, the diffusion of molecule into porous starch reaches
dynamic equilibrium.
Porous starch has been combined with alginate or β-CD to prepare microemulsion gels (Li et
al., 2021) or microspheres (Zheng et al., 2021) to load CCM; however, loading capacity of CCM
in the microemulsion gels was low (1.49% w/w), while the ultrasonication-facilitated
crosslinking of β-CD and porous starch may be difficult to scale up. Meclofenamic sodium salt, a
moderately water-soluble (15 mg/mL) anti-inflammatory drug, was loaded into the porous starch
by blending starch and ethylene vinyl alcohol (60:40 mol/mol) and processing in a microwave
oven with hydrogen peroxide as a blowing agent (Malafaya et al., 2001). However, this approach
is not suitable to load LBCs such as RSV, CCM, and QCT. Another study reported that residual
acetone concentration in porous starch was 0.015-0.024% (150-240 ppm) after loading an
anticancer drug (paclitaxel) (Wang et al., 2019), while 30 ppm is the maximal residual
concentration for acetone used for spice extraction (FDA, 2020b). Additionally, the
conformation of porous starch is susceptible to the change in environmental factors, e.g.,
moisture level and humidity (Chen et al., 2020). However, there are no studies on improving
stability of porous starch; therefore, porous starch as a loading vehicle for food application is still
to be studied.
1.6.2 Solution diffusion into plant matrix
Vacuum impregnation (VI) and osmotic dehydration (OD) are two major food processing
technologies to incorporate solutes into plant tissues for higher nutritional property of plant
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matrix, being based on diffusion without disrupting initial plant matrix (Fito et al., 2001).
Although these two technologies are often confused with each other, they are completely
different. For VI, mechanically-induced difference in pressures is the driving force of the transfer
of solutes that are dissolved or dispersed in a liquid phase into the porous structure of food
system, while the transfer of water molecules in OD is caused by the difference in concentrations
between the solution with solutes (e.g., ions and vitamins) and the intracellular liquid in plant
matrix (Rydzak et al., 2017). OD occurs by immersing plant tissues in a hypertonic solution at
atmospheric pressure (Shi & Le Maguer, 2002). As a consequence, water is partially removed
from the plant tissue, travelling in the direction of concentration gradient (Raoult-Wack, 1994).
However, leaching of nutrients from plant tissues occurs occasionally, resulting in altered
composition and nutritional profile of plants (Ahmed et al., 2016). Furthermore, sugar or salt in
hypertonic solutions may change organoleptic or functional properties of food matrix
(Radziejewska-Kubzdela et al., 2014). The main goal of VI, however, is to transfer the external
solution into the inside of food system with the assistance of vacuum, allowing the use of
isotonic solution (Cháfer et al., 2003). The incorporation of external solution introduces desired
solutes into intracellular spaces of plant matrix. This process notably changes or improves
various properties of foods, such as enhanced nutritional value (e.g., by enriching with bioactive
compounds, micronutrients, and probiotics), extended shelf life (e.g., by decreasing pH), or
modified sensory characteristics (e.g., by introducing sugar) (Allali et al., 2010; Derossi et al.,
2013).
1.6.3 Porosity of plant matrix
It is assumed that the degree of food matrix impregnation considerably depends on porosity
of food matrix (Fito et al., 1996). In addition, porosity directly affects other physical properties
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of food, such as mass diffusion coefficient and thermal diffusivity (Joardder et al., 2013).
Therefore, modifying porosity of plant matrix may be necessary to achieve desired impact of
diffusion on the quality of final product. Most moisture in plant matrix exists in pores and
capillaries (Ahmed et al., 2011). Therefore, drying can be used to enhance the porosity of plants
(Joardder et al., 2017). The glass transition theory has been introduced to expound the
mechanism of collapse and shrinkage of matrix during the drying of plants. Based on this theory,
shrinkage is negligible in food matrix if the food matrix is dried below its glass transition
temperature (Tg), whereas significant shrinkage takes place when there is a significant difference
in drying temperature and Tg of the food (Rahman, 2001). Freeze-drying is usually performed at
the temperature below Tg, in which materials are in glassy state (Krokida et al., 1998). Therefore,
the shrinkage of plants during drying is insignificant, resulting in high porosity of dried product.
However, plants are in rubbery state during conventional drying (e.g., hot air drying and
fluidized bed drying) with drying temperature above Tg, and considerable shrinkage of plants is
observed. Therefore, dense and shriveled plants are produced after conventional drying (Achanta
& Okos, 1996).
In a previous study, the porosity of apple, banana, carrot, and potato was compared after the
drying with five different methods (hot air, vacuum, microwave, freeze, and osmotic drying)
(Krokida & Maroulis, 1997). The result was apparent that freeze-drying developed more porous
structures (90% in porosity) of potato, than other drying methods, such as 70% for microwave
drying, 30% for vacuum drying, and 20% for hot air drying. The difference in drying
temperature (i.e., -35 °C for freeze-drying and 70 °C for vacuum and hot air drying) partially
explains resultant difference in the porosity of potato as Tg of potato starch is within 40-80 °C
(Thiewes & Steeneken, 1997). The low porosity of plants after vacuum drying is not desired for
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encapsulating LBCs because less-developed porous structure does not provide enough
volumetric spaces for incorporating external solution into matrix (Sam Saguy et al., 2005). Also,
extreme drying conditions, including high temperature, promote rapid surface drying of
moistures in plants and induce the formation of crust on the surface (Troncoso & Pedreschi,
2007). The difficulty of encapsulating bioactive compounds is increased as this impermeable
crust forms. In a study, the formation of impermeable layer of banana chips was accelerated
when the proportion of hot air drying was increased in the combination drying of hot air and
microwave (Mui et al., 2002). This indicates the importance of selecting an appropriate drying
method and drying conditions to obtain high porosity of plants without crust formation and to
achieve better diffusion and incorporation of external LBCs solution.
1.7 Lipid oxidation
1.7.1 Lipid oxidation in meat products
Lipids contained within both intra- and extra-cellular matrix of meats are susceptible to lipid
oxidation. Lipid oxidation results in the quality deterioration of meats, including decrease in
nutritional value, development of off-flavor, possible production of toxic compounds, and
reduced shelf-life (Chaijan, 2008). Typically, lipid oxidation in meat products consists of three
phases of radical chain reactions: initiation, propagation, and termination. Alkyl radicals (R) are
generated at the initiation phase, being subsequently reacted with oxygen to produce peroxyl
radicals (ROO) at the propagation phase (Figure 1.1). Then peroxyl radicals interact with
unsaturated fatty acids and produce hydroperoxides (ROOH), which decompose and generate
volatile aromatic compounds that provide meat products with rancid odor and off-flavor. Also,
non-radical products such as aldehydes and conjugated dienes are produced by reactions between
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alkyl and peroxyl radicals (Wasowicz et al., 2004). It has been identified that aldehydes directly
contribute to quality deterioration of meats, such as discoloration and compromised functionality
and stability of proteins in meats (Min & Ahn, 2005). Additionally, the accumulation of
aldehydes in human body is involved with occurrence of atherosclerosis, cancer, and putative
mutagens (Duthie et al., 2013). Therefore, it is desirable to inhibit lipid oxidation in meat
products by incorporating antioxidants.
1.7.2 Synthetic and natural antioxidants in meat products
To delay lipid oxidation in meat products, a variety of antioxidants have been studied and
used in the meat industry (Kumar et al., 2015). Antioxidants can be directly added into meat
products or coated on packing materials to reduce lipid oxidation in meat products. Antioxidants
can be classified into two categories: synthetic and natural antioxidants. Synthetic antioxidants
commonly added to meat products are tertiary butyl hydroquinone (TBHQ), butylated
hydroxytoluene (BHT), butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA) and propyl gallate (PG) (Fasseas et al.,
2008), while compounds that show antioxidative effect and are obtained from natural resources,
such as vegetables, fruits, oilseeds, and herbs, and spices, are considered as natural antioxidants
(Shahidi & Zhong, 2010). Due to high chemical stability, superior antioxidative potential, and no
adverse effect at a low concentration, synthetic antioxidants have been widely added in meat
products to retard lipid oxidation. For example, TBHQ was more effective than BHA and BHT
at 200 ppm in reducing peroxide values during storage of herring (Kamil et al., 2002). In another
study, antioxidant activity of various synthetic and natural antioxidants for sheep meats was
evaluated by measuring the concentration of 2-thiobarbituric acid reactive substance (TBARS)
during 6-day storage (Jayathilakan et al., 2007). After 6 days, highest antioxidant activity of
reducing TBARS production was observed for TBHQ (91.0% reduction) among other synthetic
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and natural antioxidants: BHA (42.9%), PG (40.6%), ascorbic acid (67.4%), cloves (68.2%), and
cinnamon (37.2%). However, carcinogenic and toxicological properties of synthetic antioxidants
have been reported (Faine et al., 2006; Sarafian et al., 2002). Therefore, the concentration of
synthetic antioxidants is regulated due to the toxicity caused by long-term consumption
(Taghvaei & Jafari, 2015). As the safety concern for synthetic antioxidants increases, the food
industry and consumers are demanding more natural antioxidants, avoiding the use and
consumption of synthetic antioxidants in meat products.
1.7.3 TBARS test
Malondialdehyde (MDA) is a prime marker of lipid oxidation and is generated during the
secondary lipid oxidation in meat products. MDA is also the cause of rancidity even present at a
low concentration in meats (Banerjee et al., 2017). Therefore, the evaluation of MDA has been
proposed as the indicator of lipid oxidation and quality deterioration of meat products. 2Thiobarbituric acid (TBA) can be used to quantify MDA because TBA and MDA form pink
color complexes that can be measured at 532 nm (Sørensen & Jørgensen, 1996). However, TBA
can react with not only MDA but also other oxidation products, collectively called TBARS
(Nollet & Toldrá, 2008). MDA must be extracted from meat products to react with TBA. To
perform extraction of MDA, distillation method and acid extraction method have been suggested
(Sørensen & Jørgensen, 1996). For the acid extraction, meats are homogenized with
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and centrifuged to acquire the extracts. However, TCA may extract
other colored components as well as MDA, leading to possible overestimation of TBARS value
(Shahidi, 1994). The interfering substances obtained during the acid extraction are not contained
in the extracts from distillation method. In distillation method, volatile compounds are separated
from meats using an appropriate solvent, and extracts are obtained after the distillation step.
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However, the overestimation of TBARS values is still a potential pitfall because distillation at a
high temperature generally degrades preexisting hydroperoxides and produces new TBARS
(Nollet & Toldrá, 2008). After extraction, the reaction between one mole of MDA and two moles
of TBA is promoted by heating extracts at a temperature higher than 70 °C (Sørensen &
Jørgensen, 1996). The pink complexes formed by the reaction during heat treatment are usually
measured at 532 nm using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. Due to simplicity and the correlation
with reduced sensory quality of meats, TBARS test is the most widely conducted method to
determine lipid oxidation in meat products (De Leon & Borges, 2020).
1.8 Hypotheses and overview of dissertation research
This dissertation contains two hypotheses. First, porous matrix of freeze-dried plants can be
utilized to load LBCs by diffusing the solution of LBCs into the matrix. Second, the porous plant
matrix can protect the loaded LBCs against chemical degradation and, together with possible
transformation of crystalline LBCs to the amorphous state, maintain and possibly improve the
antioxidant properties and bioavailability of the loaded LBCs.
To test the hypotheses, in Chapter 2, freeze-dried potato microparticles (FDPMs) and RSV
were studied as a loading vehicle and an LBC, respectively. The loading solution was prepared
by dissolving RSV in the mixture of ethanol/polyethylene glycol 400, and FDPMs were added
into the solution for the diffusion of RSV into FDPMs. The loading of RSV within FDPMs was
evaluated by quantifying loaded RSV using HPLC. The effect of loading RSV into FDPMs on
the bioaccessibility of RSV was evaluated.
The following Chapter 3 covered the co-loading of CCM and QCT into freeze-dried
mushroom microparticles (FDMMs) with the expectation of synergistic antioxidant effect of the
LBCs. The spatial distribution of the loaded LBCs was captured through confocal laser scanning
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microscopy. To determine the impact of CCM-QCT loaded FDMMs on the lipid oxidation in
muscle foods, the concentration of lipid oxidation byproducts was measured after the
incorporation of CCM-QCT loaded FDMMs in cooked beef patties.
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Appendix

Figure 1.1 Radical chain reactions of lipid oxidation(Gavahian et al., 2018).
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Chapter 2 Freeze-dried potato microparticles as a natural matrix to load resveratrol for
enhanced bioaccessibility
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2.1 Abstract
Resveratrol (RSV) is a natural polyphenol with many potential health benefits. However,
RSV is lipophilic and susceptible to degradation, and strategies are to be studied to enable its
distribution in food matrices, prevent its degradation during storage, and increase its
bioaccessibility during digestion. In this study, the porous matrix of milled freeze-dried potato
microparticles (FDPMs) was studied as a natural absorbent to load RSV. The binary solvent of
ethanol and polyethylene glycol 400 (40:60 v/v) was used to dissolve 30% w/v RSV for
diffusion into FDPMs. After evaporation of ethanol, the loading capacity was 112 mg RSV/g
FDPMs and was maintained at 92.9% after 110-day ambient storage. The RSV stability under
UV irradiation at 253 nm was improved, and the ferric reducing power was higher than the
pristine RSV. The release of RSV in FDPMs was significantly higher than pristine RSV during
simulated gastric and intestinal digestions. The increased reducing power and bioaccessibility
were supported by the amorphous state of RSV in FDPMs. The present study illustrates the
potential of porous vegetable microparticles as natural matrices to load lipophilic bioactive
compounds.
2.2 Introduction
Resveratrol (RSV, 3,6,5’-trihydroxystilbene) is a polyphenol phytoalexin naturally produced
in plants such as grapes (R Neves et al., 2012). RSV has attracted much interest as many studies
have revealed its medicinal effects, including anticancer, anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and
cardioprotective properties (Abdelgawad et al., 2019; Das & Das, 2007; Hsieh & Wu, 2010).
Although there are two geometric isomers, trans and cis, trans-RSV contributes predominantly
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to therapeutic properties of RSV (Augustin et al., 2013). However, trans-RSV is susceptible to
degradation under various environmental factors, such as light and extreme temperature. For
example, the conversion of trans-RSV to cis-RSV occurs when exposed to UV irradiation (Trela
& Waterhouse, 1996). Additionally, RSV, containing two benzene rings with a total of three
hydroxyl groups attached, has a very low water solubility (<0.03 mg/mL), and is moderately
dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (16 mg/mL) and ethanol (50 mg/mL) (Soto‐Valdez et al.,
2011). Although the oral administration of RSV is preferred as a preventive treatment, the low
aqueous solubility and the vulnerability to degradation necessitate delivery systems to increase
its stability and bioavailability.
Various delivery systems have been studied for RSV. Liposome-based encapsulating
systems for RSV have been studied utilizing different materials, such as soy lecithin, oleic acid,
and egg yolk phosphatidylcholine (Caddeo et al., 2013; M. Huang et al., 2019; Pando et al.,
2013). The diameter of liposomes varied (70-470 nm) depending on the preparation of
liposomes, while high encapsulation efficiency of RSV (80-90%) was achieved (Balanč et al.,
2016; M. Huang et al., 2019). Molecular inclusion complexation in cyclodextrins is another
commonly studied method that results in an increase in water solubility by as much as 104 times
(Prabu & Mohamad, 2020; Silva et al., 2014). Although these methods have displayed successful
encapsulation of RSV, the instability of encapsulated RSV, the high cost of production, and the
inability to control the targeted release are some of the drawbacks limiting their practical
applications (Celli et al., 2015). Furthermore, most delivery systems have focused on developing
nanoscale carriers, but most of these systems have not been studied for the toxicity (He &
Hwang, 2016).
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To tackle the aforementioned issues, freeze-dried potato microparticles (FDPMs) were
chosen as a natural food matrix to load RSV in this study. Potato, as one of the major staples in
the world, may provide a novel low-cost and safe delivery option compared to nanoscale
materials that are confronted with unanswered toxicity issues (Borel & Sabliov, 2014). Because
vegetable matrices have the tissues with internal pores wherein the biological fluid is contained,
various external fluids containing probiotics or minerals have been introduced into different
vegetables using diffusion without disrupting the original matrix (Alzamora et al., 2005; Fito et
al., 2001). To load RSV within potato, the porosity of potato is a critical factor because it affects
the diffusion and loading of molecules through potato cells (Li et al., 2021). Porosity refers to the
ratio of void volume inside a material to the volume of the entire material (Aprajeeta et al.,
2015). Higher porosity of vegetables after various drying techniques has been reported as water
within pores is vaporized (Palzer et al., 2012; Ramos et al., 2003). The development of porous
structures of potato was observed after vacuum, microwave, and freeze drying, resulting in the
porosity of 31%, 78%, and 89%, respectively (Krokida & Maroulis, 1997). Freeze-drying also
avoids the phenomenon of case-hardening, which is the excessive drying of outer layers to often
create undesirable textures (Gulati & Datta, 2015).
The overall objective of this study was to develop and characterize FDPMs as a novel
delivery system for RSV. The first task was to identify a solvent enabling dissolution of a high
concentration of RSV, studied for a binary mixture with different volume fractions of ethanol
and polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG400). After diffusion of the RSV solution in FDPMs and
evaporation of ethanol, the structure and physicochemical properties of RSV-loaded FDPMs
were characterized for the potential as a delivery system. FDPMs were prepared by milling
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freeze-dried potato cubes and had open pores. RSV-loaded FDPMs therefore may not have
closed boundaries as in conventional encapsulation studies. Nevertheless, encapsulation and
microcapsules are used here for simplicity of expression.
2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1 Materials
RSV (98% purity) was obtained from Accela Chembino (San Diego, CA). Freeze-dried
potato cubes of a dimension of 1 cm × 1 cm × 1 cm were a product of North Bay Trading (Brue,
WI). Ethanol was purchased from Decon Labs (King of Prussia, PA). PEG400 and ferric
chloride were supplied by Acros Organics (Fair Lawn, NJ). Bile salt, α-amylase from human
saliva, pepsin, pancreatin, 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH), and trichloroacetic acid were
the products of Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (St Louis, MO). Potassium ferricyanide and sodium
phosphate (monobasic and dibasic) were purchased from MP Biomedicals, LLC (Santa Ana,
CA). Methanol was obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. (Pittsburgh, PA).
2.3.2 Preparation and characterization of freeze-dried potato microparticles
The freeze-dried potato cubes were milled using a 3383-L10 Wiley Mini Mill (Thomas
Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ) equipped with a sieve of 30 mesh (0.595 mm). The porosity of
FDPMs was determined to be 79.3 % based on mercury intrusion porosimetry (AutoPore V
9600, Micrometrics Instrument Corp., Norcross, GA) and had an average pore diameter of 2.94
μm.
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2.3.3 Encapsulation of resveratrol
To obtain a high concentration of RSV in a solvent, the solubility of RSV in the mixture of
ethanol and PEG400 with different volume ratios was first determined based on the visual
inspection of solution clarity and stability as RSV concentration increased. RSV was dissolved at
~5% w/v in ethanol alone and ~25% w/v in PEG 400. The binary mixture with ethanol and PEG
400 at a volume ratio of 40:60 was able to dissolve 30% w/v RSV and was thus used to prepare
the RSV solution for encapsulation. To encapsulate RSV, 0.5 g of FDPMs was immersed in 10
mL of the RSV solution and mixed on a magnetic stirrer (990 rpm) overnight for the diffusion of
RSV solution in FDPMs. Then, FDPMs were separated from the suspension using a
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane filter with a pore size of 0.45 μm (MilliporeSigma,
Burlington, MA) and dried in a vacuum oven at 4,000 Pa under pressure to evaporate ethanol at
50 °C for 18 h. The dried FDPMs with RSV was stored in amber glass vials at 22 °C until before
each experiment.
2.3.4 Particle size of milled freeze-dried potato microparticles before and after encapsulation
of resveratrol
The size of milled FDPMs was determined using a laser diffraction particle size analyzer
(PSA 1190, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). Measurements were performed with the vibrator duty
cycle of 56%, vibrator frequency of 44 Hz, and air pressure of 40,000 Pa at 22 °C.
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2.3.5 Loading capacity of resveratrol
The dried RSV-loaded FDPMs were mixed with 10 mL of methanol for 4 h on a magnetic
stirrer and centrifuged at 14,100 g for 30 min (Minispin Plus, Eppendorff, Hamburg, Germany).
The supernatant was collected, diluted ten-folds using methanol, and filtered into amber vials
using PVDF syringe filters with the pore size of 0.45 µm (MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA) for
HPLC analysis (Agilent 1100 Series). The mobile phase was the mixture of water and methanol
(50:50 v/v) supplemented with 0.25% (v/v) acetic acid (Zupančič et al., 2015). Each sample was
eluted in an Eclipse Plus C18 column (4.6 × 250 mm, 5 µm, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA), and RSV
was detected at 306 nm using a UV-VIS detector. The injection volume was 20.0 µL, flow rate
was 0.80 mL/min, and run time was 20.0 min. The area under the curve of the trans-RSV peak
was used to determine RSV concentration. The standard curve was prepared from RSV solutions
(10-50 g/mL in methanol, R2 = 0.9985). The loading capacity was calculated as follows:
Loading capacity (%) =

𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑆𝑉 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝐷𝑃𝑀𝑠 (𝑔)
𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝐷𝑃𝑀𝑠 (𝑔)

× 100

(1)

2.3.6 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
The XRD patterns of FDPMs, FDPMs after treatment at encapsulation conditions without
RSV, pristine RSV, the physical mixture of FDPMs and RSV, and RSV-loaded FDPMs were
determined. The Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer (Malvern Panalytical, Worcestershire,
UK) was equipped with a Cu Kα (1.5406 Å) X-ray laser. The 2 angle range was from 5° to 60°
with a step size of 0.02626° and a scan speed of 0.1117°/s.
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2.3.7 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The morphology of powder samples was characterized using SEM. The samples were glued
on a specimen stub and sputter-coated with palladium for 1 min. Images of samples were
captured using a LEO 1525 SEM microscope (FIB/SEM Zeiss Auriga, Oberkochen, Germany).
2.3.8 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
The thermal stability of samples was analyzed using a DSC system (DSC 250 Discovery,
TA Instruments, New Castle, DE). Each sample (~ 5 mg) was weighed on an aluminum pan and
then the pan was sealed with a hermetic pinhole lid. The samples were heated from 25 °C to 320
°C at a rate of 10 °C/min, with an empty pan being used as a reference.
2.3.9 Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)
FTIR spectroscopy was used to analyze the chemical structure of samples. The ATR-FTIR
spectra were generated with 64 scans in the range of 4000-400 cm-1 using a Spectrum Two FTIR
instrument (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) at a wavenumber resolution of 4 cm-1.
2.3.10 DPPH radical scavenging activity
The DPPH assay was performed according to the reported procedure (Molyneux, 2004).
Samples were mixed in methanol for 4 h at RSV concentrations of 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL.
The supernatant (2 mL) was collected after centrifugation at 15,000 g for 30 min at 21 °C
(Sorvall Legend Micro 21R, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and added to 2 mL of a
DPPH solution (0.1 mM in methanol). After vortex-mixing for 10 s, samples were incubated for
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30 min at 21 °C. Absorbance was read at 517 nm using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA), and the radical scavenging activity (i.e., reduction of the DPPH, Q)
was calculated using the following equation:
𝑄 (%) = 100 (𝐴0 − 𝐴𝐶 )/𝐴0

(2)

where 𝐴0 represents the absorbance of the control (methanol substituting for the test sample)
and 𝐴𝐶 is the absorbance of a test sample.
2.3.11 Ferric reducing power
The ferric reducing potential of RSV samples was evaluated using a previously reported
method with slight modification (X. Huang et al., 2019). Standard ascorbic acid solutions were
prepared with a concentration range of 0-154.4 mM. RSV sample (0.16 mg/mL) was mixed with
a phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 2.5 mL, 0.2 M, pH 7.1) and a potassium ferricyanide solution
(2.5 mL, 1% w/v). The solution mixtures were incubated at 50 °C for 20 min in a water bath.
After cooling down in an iced water bath for 10 s, samples were acidified using trichloroacetic
acid (2.5 mL, 10% w/v) and then centrifuged for 10 min at 3,000 g and 21 °C. The supernatant
(0.1 mL) was mixed with deionized water (0.9 mL) and reacted with a ferric chloride solution
(0.1 mL, 0.1% w/v) for 10 min. Absorbance was measured at 700 nm using the UV-vis
spectrophotometer mentioned above. The reducing power of RSV samples was expressed in
ascorbic acid equivalent (mM).
2.3.12 Photostability test
To study the photostability of RSV, samples were prepared by suspending 10 mg of RSVloaded FDPMs in 10 mL of PBS (pH 7.0, 50 mM). The control was pristine RSV at a
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concentration comparable to that in FDPMs in the methanol-PBS mixture (1:99 v/v). The lightshielding effect of FDPMs was analyzed by comparing the extent of UV-induced isomerization
of two sample sets. Samples were exposed for up to 1 h with the distance of 35 cm from a UV
lamp (30 W, 253 nm). The samples were taken at certain time intervals (0, 5, 10, 30, and 60 min)
and mixed with 10 mL methanol for 4 h at 22 °C. After centrifugation at 14,100 g for 30 min, the
supernatant was filtered using the PVDF filter membrane of 0.45 μm pore size for HPLC
analysis with the conditions described above.
2.3.13 Thermal stability test
Samples prepared in the same way as in the photostability test were contained within amber
vials. The vials were placed in a water bath conditioned at 90 °C and were cooled immediately in
an iced water bath after 0, 10, 20, 30, and 60 min of heating. Then, samples were mixed with 10
mL of methanol for 4 h before HPLC analysis following the above procedures.
2.3.14 Release of resveratrol during simulated digestions
Pristine RSV, the physical mixture of pristine RSV and FDPMs, and RSV-loaded FDPMs
were mixed in 15 mL of PBS (5 mM, pH 7.0) at the RSV concentration of 1 mg/mL. Simulated
digestions were performed following the previously described method (X. Huang et al., 2019).
Oral phase. Because potato contains starch, oral phase was included in the in vitro digestion.
Three units of α-amylase per mg of potato was added to a simulated saliva solution (PBS with 5
mM NaCl) that was used to suspend powder treatments corresponding to an RSV concentration
of 1 mg/mL. Samples were incubated in a model C76 water bath shaker (New Brunswick
Scientific, Edison, NJ) at 100 rpm and 37 °C for 5 min.
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Gastric phase. After the oral phase digestion, 15 mL of a simulated gastric fluid (50 mM
NaCl and 3.2 mg/mL pepsin, pH 1.2) was added to each sample. The mixture pH was adjusted to
2.7 using an NaOH solution (1.0 M), and samples were incubated in the above water bath shaker
at 100 rpm and 37 °C for 120 min.
Intestinal phase. The pH of mixtures after the gastric phase digestion was adjusted to 7.0
using an NaOH solution (1.0 M). Then, 4 mL of a bile salt solution (12.5 mg/mL in PBS) and 2.5
mL of a pancreatic solution (8.0 mg/mL in PBS) were added, and samples were maintained in
the 37 °C water bath shaker while being shaken at 130 rpm for 240 min.
Samples collected at pre-determined time points during simulated digestions were heated at
90 °C for 5 min to stop the reaction and then centrifuged at 14,100 g for 30 min. The supernatant
was collected, diluted ten-folds using methanol, and filtered using 0.45 m PVDF filter
membranes for HPLC analysis as described above.
2.3.15 Statistical analysis
Mean values and standard deviations from at least two replicates were presented for
antioxidant capacity, photostability, thermal stability, and bioaccessibility results. Statistical
differences between mean values were determined from analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
Tukey’s post-hoc test (α = 0.05) using SAS enterprise guide 7.1 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).
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2.4 Results and discussion
2.4.1 Particle size, loading capacity, and storage stability
The size distribution of FDPMs before and after loading RSV is shown in Fig. 2.1. The
volume-weighted mean particle diameter (D4, 3) of milled FDPMs was 227.9 μm before loading
RSV and significantly (p < 0.05) increased to 315.7 μm after loading RSV, probably due to the
swelling effect of PEG400 on porous particles (Guo et al., 2004). The loading capacity of RSV
in FDPMs was 11.20.3% in freshly prepared samples and was 10.40.1% (92.9% retention)
after 110-day of ambient storage in amber vials. Previous studies reported various loading
capacity of RSV using different delivery systems. The RSV content in nanoparticles made of
zein and pectin using antisolvent precipitation and electrostatic deposition was 6.2 – 10.2%
(w/w) depending on the initial amount of RSV used (Huang et al., 2017). Relatively low loading
capacity of RSV was reported for spray drying studies, e.g., ~1.6% (w/w) using sodium alginate
and carboxymethyl cellulose (Maria Leena et al., 2020) and 4.1% (w/w) using gum Arabic as the
wall material (Cardoso et al., 2019). The loading capacity was 3.1% after complexing RSV with
cyclodextrin (Soo et al., 2016), whereas, the loading capacity was 56% for sonicated liposomes
(Isailović et al., 2013). The loading capacity of RSV in the present study is comparable to or
better than studies utilizing scalable processes.
2.4.2 Physical state of resveratrol in freeze-dried potato microparticles
XRD pattern was analyzed to evaluate the reduction in crystallinity of RSV after
encapsulation (Fig. 2.2). No distinct diffraction peaks were observed for both FDPMs and the
FDPMs after treatment at encapsulation conditions, suggesting that the ethanol/PEG400 mixture
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solvent did not affect the crystallinity of FDPMs. The overall broad peak of FDPMs suggests that
amorphous structures are the dominant structures in FDPMs (Zhang et al., 2020), except for a
minor peak at 2 of around 16° that indicates the presence of minor crystalline regions in
FDPMs. According to the vendor, freeze-dried potato cubes were blanched, which may explain
the lack of distinct diffraction peaks expected for starch granules with amylopectin lamellar
structures (Keetels et al., 1996). Pristine RSV displayed several noticeable peaks at 2 values of
6.6°, 16.3°, 19.1°, and 28.3°, which are similar to previously reported values (Khan et al., 2019),
indicating the crystalline structure of pristine RSV. These distinct characteristic peaks of RSV
still appeared on the smooth XRD curve of FDPMs for the physical mixture of FDPMs and
pristine RSV at the same ratio used in encapsulation. For FDPMs loaded with RSV, no sharp
peak was observed, showing a pattern comparable to that of control FDPMs. The results suggest
that RSV in FDPMs is in the amorphous state. This is notable because the crystallinity of
lipophilic bioactive compounds results in low water solubility and aggregation during digestion
(McClements, 2015); whereas, amorphous structures might increase the bioaccessibility of RSV
(Shin et al., 2016).
2.4.3 Morphology of resveratrol and freeze-dried potato microparticles before and after
encapsulation
The SEM images illustrated the porous external surface of FDPMs (Fig. 2.3A), even after
the treatment with the ethanol/PEG400 binary solvent (Fig. 2.3B). However, pores on the outer
surface of FDPMs were not easily identified after the encapsulation (Fig. 2.3E). In general,
solutions can enter into a void of matrix more easily when the pore diameter is sufficiently big
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(Pérez-Esteve et al., 2016), but the large pore size of encapsulating materials also promotes the
leakage of entrapped compounds (Zhang et al., 2016). The disappearance of apparent pores on
FDPMs after encapsulation, therefore, may contribute to the protection of encapsulated RSV
during storage and digestion. The pristine RSV had the rod-like crystal structure (Fig. 2.3C) that
was also observed in its physical mixture with FDPMs (Fig. 2.3D). In contrast, no crystal
structure of RSV was observed after encapsulation in FDPMs (Fig. 2.3E).
2.4.4 DSC analysis
DSC thermal profiles of RSV in its pristine and encapsulated forms are compared in Fig. 4.
In thermograms of samples containing FDPMs, the first minor endothermic peak was noticed at
around 53 °C and the second major endothermic peak was observed at around 130 °C. Two
endothermic peaks were also observed for thermoplastic potato starch prepared by heating a
mixture with potato starch, glycerol, and water at a mass ratio of 5:3:2 (Altayan et al., 2017). The
first peak can be attributed to the gelatinization of starch (Altayan et al., 2017), and the small
peak area can be due to a small amount of moisture within FDPMs causing negligible
gelatinization. The second major peak can be attributed to remaining starch granules and
recrystallized starch after processes used to prepare freeze-dried potato cubes (Altayan et al.,
2017; Larsson & Eliasson, 1991). The thermogram of RSV (Fig. 2.4C) displayed a single
endothermic peak with high intensity around 270 °C corresponding to the melting point of RSV
(Duarte et al., 2015). The sharp melting point in the thermogram is a typical characteristic of
anhydrous crystalline substances. Therefore, the crystalline status of pristine RSV observed in
DSC agrees with the XRD results (Fig. 2.2C). There was no shifting of this peak for the physical
mixture of FDPMs and pristine RSV (Fig. 2.4D). However, this peak was absent in the
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thermogram of RSV-loaded FDPMs. Therefore, RSV became amorphous after being entrapped
within FDPMs (Karoyo et al., 2013).
2.4.5 ATR-FTIR analysis
The interaction between RSV and FDPMs was analyzed using FTIR in the range of 4000400 cm-1 (Fig. 2.5). The IR spectra between 3800 and 3000 cm-1 indicate O-H stretching
(Kaczmarska et al., 2018). For FDPMs, the treatment by the ethanol/PEG400 mixture solvent
increased the intensity of the peaks in the range of 3800 and 3000 cm-1. The peak centered
around 1080 cm-1 represents C-H bending, and the intensity of this peak also increased after
FDPMs were treated by the mixture solvent; whereas, the physical mixture of FDPMs and
pristine RSV did not show significant changes in the peak intensity. The increased intensity at
2869 cm-1 is due to vibration of the -CH2- group, resulting from the presence of PEG400 in
FDPMs (Tan et al., 2016). The pristine RSV displayed several characteristic peaks, including CC aromatic double bond stretching at 1605 cm-1, C-C olefinic stretching at 1584 cm-1, C-C ring
stretching vibration at 1381 cm-1, and trans olefinic band at 964 cm-1 (Popova et al., 2014).
These peaks were still observed for the physical mixture of FDPMs and the pristine RSV.
However, most of these characteristic peaks of the pristine RSV shifted or disappeared after
encapsulation, suggesting not only physical absorption but possible new interaction between
RSV with PEG400 or FDPM components.
2.4.6 Antioxidant activity analysis
Resveratrol has an excellent activity scavenging various radicals (R Neves et al., 2012).
Therefore, the scavenging ability of encapsulated RSV was studied using the DPPH and ferric
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reducing power assays. DPPH is a nitrogen free radical with strong purple color, and its
reduction by an antioxidant can be measured spectrophotometrically (Holtz, 2009). The results of
the DPPH assay are presented in Fig. 2.6A. The FDPMs did not exhibit any antioxidant activity,
and the same was observed for FDPMs treated with the ethanol/PEG400 mixture solvent. RSV
showed a DPPH scavenging capacity, which is congruent with previously reported data (Duarte
et al., 2015). In the studied concentration of RSV, 5-100 g/mL, the reduced amount of DPPH
increased with an increase in the RSV concentration. No significant difference in the DPPH
scavenging capacity was observed among the pristine RSV, the pristine RSV in the physical
mixture with FDPMs, and the encapsulated RSV. This can be due to the dissolution of RSV in
the medium (methanol) used in the DPPH assay. The results in the present study are in
agreement with a study after binding RSV with methyl-β-cyclodextrin (Duarte et al., 2015),
indicating that encapsulation had an insignificant impact on the DPPH scavenging capacity of
RSV.
The phenolic hydroxyl groups of RSV can donate hydrogen atoms to other substances,
providing RSV with reducing power. As the direct correlation between reducing power and the
antioxidant capacity of compounds has been established (Subramanian et al., 2013), the
capability of reducing ferric ions by RSV in various forms was determined, shown in Fig. 2.6B.
FDPMs alone did not show any reducing power, corresponding to ~0 mM ascorbic acid
equivalent. The pristine RSV alone and that in the mixture with FDPMs had a comparable ferric
reducing power of around 120 mM ascorbic acid equivalent. In comparison, RSV encapsulated
in FDPMs displayed a significantly higher ferric reducing power. The reducing power of RSV
after encapsulation in zein/pectin nanoparticles was slightly higher than that of the pristine RSV
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(Huang et al., 2017). When quantified for solubility in PBS, the solubility of encapsulated RSV
was approximately 2.5 times that of pristine RSV, corresponding to the increased reducing
power of RSV after encapsulation.
2.4.7 Chemical stability of resveratrol
The UV irradiation initiates partial geometric isomerization of trans-RSV to cis-RSV,
causing reductions in the biological activity of RSV (Chen et al., 2007). Improving the UV
stability of RSV, therefore, is important for practical applications (Sessa et al., 2011). The
residual amount of trans-RSV after UV irradiation is presented in Fig. 2.7A. The exposure to UV
for a relatively short time, i.e., 5 min, was sufficient to significantly decrease the amount of
trans-RSV in the pristine RSV solution; whereas, there was no decrease of trans-RSV content in
the suspension with encapsulated RSV. The difference of the residual amount of trans-RSV
between the two samples increased as the length of UV exposure was extended to 60 min.
Compared with the pristine RSV, the encapsulated RSV showed an appreciably higher
photostability, with no significant difference during the first 30 min of UV irradiation. After 60
min of UV exposure, the residual% of trans-RSV encapsulated in FDPMs decreased to 90.5%,
while this number was 68.4% for the pristine RSV solution. The observed gradual isomerization
of trans-RSV in the solution upon UV 253 nm irradiation agrees with a study quantifying
isomerization at UV 260 nm (Figueiras et al., 2011). The high UV stability of encapsulated
trans-RSV suggests that RSV is present within FDPMs, and FDPMs effectively absorbs UV
radiation to protect trans-RSV from isomerization. The residual trans-RSV in the solution after
60 min of UV irradiation in this study (68.4%) was higher than a reported value of ~30% after
irradiation at 366 nm (Xiong et al., 2018). The residual content of trans-RSV after irradiation at
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366 nm for 100 min (9.4%) has been reported to be lower than that after 10 h of irradiation at
254 nm (37%) (Trela & Waterhouse, 1996).
The thermal stability of RSV was evaluated after heat treatment at 90 °C, which is a high
enough temperature to induce thermal degradation of RSV (Bancuta et al., 2018). Unlike the
results from photostability test, thermal stability was similar for the pristine RSV and
encapsulated RSV (Fig. 2.7B). This indicates that the encapsulation of RSV within FDPMs did
not protect the thermal degradation of RSV. The possible explanation may be the release of
encapsulated RSV, resulting from the structural changes of FDPMs during the thermal treatment.
Heating FDPMs in water promotes swelling and possible destruction of potato starch granules,
which in turn increases the number of parenchyma cells with high permeability (Dadmohammadi
et al., 2020), and therefore the release of encapsulated RSV (Wang et al., 2020). Our results
contrast with the improved thermal stability of RSV after nanocomplexation with α-lactalbumin
(Liu et al., 2018).
2.4.8 In vitro release of resveratrol during simulated gastrointestinal digestion
To exert the biological effects of RSV, it is important to ensure that the encapsulated RSV is
released in the intestines after oral consumption. Therefore, the release kinetics of RSV was
characterized during simulated digestions by comparing the pristine RSV, a physical mixture of
the pristine RSV and FDPMs, and RSV-loaded FDPMs. After the oral phase, there was no
significant difference among the three treatments (Fig. 2.8). In both model gastric and intestinal
fluids, the release% of RSV was the highest for the encapsulation treatment, which can be
attributed to the increased RSV solubility after encapsulation, as mentioned previously. The
improved solubility and bioaccessibility of RSV after encapsulation may result from the
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structural change of RSV from the crystalline to amorphous form (Kanaujia et al., 2015). The
increased surface area of amorphous RSV can also increase the solubility in mixed bile
surfactant micelles, resulting in more complete release and increased bioaccessibility (DavidovPardo et al., 2015; Maldonado-Valderrama et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2018). Furthermore, binding
of RSV to hydrophobic patches of peptides may occur during digestion (Yao et al., 2018).
Because the proteases in GI fluids digest potato proteins (X. Huang et al., 2019; Mäkinen et al.,
2016), it is plausible that the formed peptides bind with RSV to increase its solubility, resulting
in slightly higher bioaccessibility of RSV in the physical mixture of FDPMs and pristine RSV
than the pristine RSV treatment.
2.5 Conclusion
To sum up, our study demonstrated that FDPMs can be used to load RSV via diffusion of
the RSV solution with the binary solvent of ethanol/PEG400. The RSV encapsulated within
FDPMs showed high stability with a decrease in retention by only 7% during the ambient storage
for 110-day. Encapsulation in FDPMs improved the photostability of RSV but not the thermal
stability. The XRD and DSC analyses demonstrated that RSV encapsulated in FDPMs had the
amorphous structure. The amorphous structure of encapsulated RSV increased its water
solubility, the ferric reducing power, and release% during in vitro digestions. Findings in the
present study suggest the novel delivery system based on FDPMs may be used as safe and
inexpensive ingredients to utilize lipophilic antioxidants such as RSV to improve food quality
and bioaccessibility.
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Appendix

Figure 2.1 The diameter distribution of freeze-dried potato microparticles before and after
loading resveratrol.
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Figure 2.2 XRD patterns of freeze-dried potato microparticles (FDPMs, A), FDPMs treated at
encapsulation conditions (B), pristine resveratrol (RSV) (C), physical mixture of FDPMs and
pristine RSV (D), and RSV-loaded FDPMs (E).
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Figure 2.3 SEM images of freeze-dried potato microparticles (FDPMs, A), FDPMs treated at
encapsulation conditions (B), pristine resveratrol (RSV) (C), physical mixture of FDPMs and
pristine RSV (D), and RSV-loaded FDPMs (E).
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Figure 2.3 continued
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Figure 2.3 continued
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Figure 2.4 DSC thermographs of freeze-dried potato microparticles (FDPMs, A), FDPMs treated
at encapsulation conditions (B), pristine resveratrol (RSV) (C), physical mixture of FDPMs and
pristine RSV (D), and RSV-loaded FDPMs (E).
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Figure 2.5 FTIR spectra of freeze-dried potato microparticles (FDPMs, A), FDPMs treated at
encapsulation conditions (B), pristine resveratrol (RSV) (C), physical mixture of FDPMs and
pristine RSV (D), and RSV-loaded FDPMs (E).
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Figure 2.6 DPPH radical scavenging activity (A) and ferric reducing power (B) of resveratrol
(RSV), freeze-dried potato microparticles (FDPMs), physical mixture of RSV and FDPMs, and
FDPMs loaded with RSV (RSV-FDPMs). Error bars are SD (n = 2). Different letters above
columns in (B) indicate significant difference between mean values (p < 0.05).
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Figure 2.7 Percentage of residual trans-resveratrol (RSV) in the pristine or encapsulated form
during UV 253 nm irradiation for up to 60 min (A) or heating at 90 °C for up to 60 min (B).
Error bars are SD (n = 2). Different letters above columns indicate significant difference between
mean values in the same plot (p < 0.05).
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Figure 2.8 The release profiles of pristine resveratrol (RSV), the physical mixture of pristine
RSV and freeze-dried potato microparticles, and RSV loaded in freeze-dried potato
microparticles during in vitro oral, gastric, and small intestinal digestions. Error bars are SD (n =
2).
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Chapter 3 Co-loading curcumin and quercetin in freeze-dried mushroom microparticles to
inhibit lipid oxidation in beef patties
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3.1 Abstract
Curcumin (CCM) and quercetin (QCT) are natural polyphenols with antioxidative
properties. In this study, the two antioxidants (5:1 w/w) were loaded into freeze-dried mushroom
microparticles (FDMMs) to achieve synergistic antioxidative effect, and CCM-QCT-loaded
FDMMs were incorporated into cooked beef patties to inhibit lipid oxidation during storage. The
loading was done by diffusing a solution with CCM-QCT dissolved in ethanol and polyethylene
glycol 400 (40:60 v/v) into FDMMs and evaporating the solvent in a vacuum oven. The loading
capacity was 4.3% and 1.3% (w/w) for CCM and QCT, respectively. Crystalline CCM and QCT
became amorphous after loading into FDMMs according to differential scanning calorimetry, Xray diffraction, and scanning electron microscopy. Confocal laser scanning microscopy
confirmed the diffusion of CCM and QCT into the intracellular matrix of FDMMs. Both CCM
and QCT were effectively preserved within FDMMs during UV irradiation at 253 nm. While the
cooked beef patty controls exhibited significant increase in 2-thiobarbituric acid reactive
substances (TBARS) values during 12-day storage at 4 °C, the minimum TBARS values were
observed for the patties with CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs. Our results demonstrate the potential
of porous vegetable matrices as carrier materials to utilize lipophilic antioxidants to improve
food quality.
Key words: freeze-dried mushroom, diffusion, synergistic antioxidants, lipid oxidation, beef
patties
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3.2 Introduction
Lipid oxidation is a major culprit of deterioration in the quality of lipid-containing foods,
resulting in rancidity, decrease in nutritional value (e.g., loss of vitamins and essential fatty
acids), color loss, possible production of toxic compounds, and reduced shelf-life (Ahmed et al.,
2016). Muscle foods are one of the major foods that experience quality deterioration during
preparation and processing. After meat and fish are slaughtered, lipid oxidation in muscle foods
promptly starts and continues progressively during processing and storage (Mariutti &
Bragagnolo, 2017). For example, muscle membrane system is disrupted during grinding,
resulting in the liberation of lipid components (Sato & Hegarty, 1971). The released lipid
components are exposed to oxygen and oxidative catalysts, and cooking can accelerate lipid
oxidation by inactivating endogenous antioxidants and breaking down pre-existent lipid
hydroperoxide (Decker & Hultin, 1992; Erickson, 2008). The rate and intensity of lipid oxidation
in muscle foods are influenced by several parameters, such as composition of muscle foods,
cooking conditions, storage temperature, and the use of antioxidants (Erickson, 2008).
To reduce lipid oxidation, synthetic antioxidants have been added into muscle foods for a
long time but the meat industry and consumers are turning their attention to natural antioxidants
due to controversy over negative health effects of synthetic antioxidants (Domínguez et al.,
2019). Although many studies have added natural antioxidants into foods to retard the rate and
extent of lipid oxidation (Alamed et al., 2009), traditional cooking causes the reduction of
antioxidant activity (16-38%) of natural antioxidants (Koç et al., 2017), whereas some synthetic
antioxidants, such as tert-butylhydroquinone (TBHQ), show high thermal stability (Allam &
Mohamed, 2002). Also, many natural antioxidants are insoluble in water and have not been
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studied for potential toxicity at high concentrations, while their low antioxidant activity at a low
concentration (~0.01%) has been identified as a disadvantage. This has limited the application of
natural antioxidants in muscle foods (Bouayed & Bohn, 2010; Lorenzo et al., 2018).
Curcumin (CCM) and quercetin (QCT) are two major natural lipophilic antioxidants (NLAs)
with biological activities and are classified as polyphenols due to the presence of multiple
phenolic hydroxyl groups. Both CCM and QCT have been drawing great attention from
researchers due to their remarkable antioxidant properties (Barclay et al., 2000; Zhang et al.,
2011). Particularly, CCM and QCT showed synergistic effect in antioxidant activity, suggesting
their potential as effective antioxidants in muscle food system (Aftab & Vieira, 2010). As
different NLAs can contribute to the inhibition of oxidation process by different mechanisms
(Yan et al., 2020), the mixture of different NLAs may have a greater antioxidant activity than a
single NLA (Schmidt et al., 2008). However, both NLAs are susceptible to photo-degradation.
For example, pristine CCM in water-ethanol mixture (95:5 v/v) was completely degraded after 4
h of sunlight exposure (Suwannateep et al., 2012). QCT also has poor UV stability when
dissolved in a polar organic solvent or alkaline aqueous solutions (Dall’Acqua et al., 2012).
Since UV-induced polyphenol degradation decreases the antioxidant activity (Volf et al., 2014),
it is desirable to obtain synergistic antioxidant activity of CCM and QCT and maintain their
structure by protecting them within carrier materials to preserve their antioxidant activity in
foods. Inhibition of lipid oxidation in chicken breast was reported after the injection of a
nanodispersion with CCM encapsulated in myofibrillar protein (Wu et al., 2019). However, no
studies have been conducted to impede lipid oxidation of muscle foods by incorporating
powdered ingredients loaded with antioxidants.
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To shield CCM and QCT from UV irradiation, freeze-dried mushroom microparticles (FDMMs)
were used in this study as a natural plant-based encapsulating material for loading CCM and
QCT. Freeze drying is advantageous to the final dried product with little shrinkage and high
porosity (Koç et al., 2008). In this study, mushroom was used because it displays higher porosity
than many vegetables and fruits after freeze drying (Oikonomopoulou et al., 2011). The overall
objectives of this study were to co-load CCM and QCT into FDMMs for synergistic antioxidant
activity and evaluate the effectiveness of CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs in inhibiting oxidation of
beef patties as a model muscle food system.
3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 Materials
Freeze-dried white mushroom (Agaricus bisporus) slices (~0.2 cm of thickness) were
obtained from North Bay Trading (Brue, WI). CCM with the purity of 95% was the product of
Alfa Aesar (Haverhill, MA). QCT hydrate (95% purity), polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG400), and
ferric chloride were purchased from Acros Organics (Fair Lawn, NJ). Ethanol (200 proof) was
supplied by Decon Labs (King of Prussia, PA). Trichloroacetic acid (TCA), 1,1,3,3tetraethoxypropane (TEP), 2-thiobarbituric acid (TBA), and 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl
(DPPH) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (St Louis, MO). Mono- and di-sodium
phosphate and potassium ferricyanide were the product of MP Biomedicals, LLC (Santa Ana,
CA). Acetonitrile, methanol, and phosphoric acid (85%) were from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh,
PA). Fresh ground beef with 80% lean and 20% fat was purchased from a local supermarket.
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3.3.2 Preparation of freeze-dried mushroom microparticles and determination of porosity
FDMMs were prepared by milling freeze-dried mushroom slices through a sieve with a
mesh size of 0.4 mm using a bench top mill (3383-L10 Wiley Mini Mill, Thomas Scientific,
Swedesboro, NJ). The porosity of FDMMs was 82.7% and the average pore diameter was 4.62
μm as determined using mercury intrusion porosimetry (AutoPore V 9600, Micrometrics
Instrument Corp., Norcross, GA).
3.3.3 Loading of curcumin and quercetin into freeze-dried mushroom microparticles
CCM (8% w/v) and QCT (1.6% w/v) were dissolved in a binary solvent of ethanol and
PEG400 (40:60 v/v) and stirred for 4 h on a magnetic stirrer at 990 rpm. The concentration of
CCM was the maximal concentration that showed no precipitation in the binary solvent from the
solubility test. The QCT concentration was chosen based on the CCM-QCT ratio that exhibited
the highest synergistic antioxidant activity from preliminary experiments. FDMMs (0.100 g)
were added into 10 mL of CCM-QCT solution, stirred overnight for diffusion, and separated
from the solution by filtrating the solution through a 0.45 μm polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
membrane (MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA). The obtained FDMMs were dried at 50 °C in a
vacuum oven with an under-pressure of 4,000 Pa for 20 h to evaporate ethanol. The dried
FDMMs loaded with CCM and QCT were placed in an amber glass container and kept at 22 °C
until each testing was conducted.
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3.3.4 Co-detection of curcumin and quercetin
CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs (10.0 mg) were suspended in 10 mL of methanol and stirred at
22 °C for 4 h. After centrifugation at 14,100 g for 30 min (Minispin Plus, Eppendorff, Hamburg,
Germany), the supernatant was filtered through a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) syringe filter
with a 0.45 μm pore size (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Chromatographic separation
was performed using a C18 column (4.6 × 250 mm, 5 µm, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,
CA) and an HPLC system (Agilent 1100 Series) equipped with a UV-Vis detector. To detect
CCM and QCT simultaneously, the mobile phase of acetonitrile and 1% v/v phosphoric acid
(50:50 v/v) was operated in the isocratic mode at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min for 20 min at 22 °C.
The detection wavelength was set at 425 nm for CCM and at 370 nm for QCT. The loading
capacity was calculated according to the following equation:
Loading capacity (%) =

𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝐶𝑀 𝑜𝑟 𝑄𝐶𝑇 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝐷𝑀𝑀𝑠 (𝑔)
𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝐷𝑀𝑀𝑠 (𝑔)

× 100

(1)

3.3.5 Particle size of freeze-dried mushroom microparticles before and after loading
antioxidants
The size of FDMMs before and after loading curcumin and quercetin was compared by
using laser diffraction technique with a particle size analyzer (PSA 1190, Anton Paar, Graz,
Austria). The parameters for the dry powder were 56% for vibrator duty cycle, 44 Hz for vibrator
frequency, and 40,000 Pa for air pressure. After 10-s measurement at 22 °C, particle size
distribution was obtained based on Fraunhofer theory (Naining & Hongjian, 1986).
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3.3.6 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The morphology of FDMMs, CCM, and QCT before and after loading NLAs was studied
using SEM. Samples in the powder form were attached on an aluminum specimen stub by a
carbon tape and gold-coated for 1 min with a sputter coater. Then, samples were observed with a
LEO 1525 SEM microscope (FIB/SEM Zeiss Auriga, Oberkochen, Germany).
3.3.7 Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
The distribution of CCM and QCT loaded in FDMMs was studied using a confocal laser
scanning microscope (Leica TCS SP8, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with
diode UV laser and argon ion laser. Due to the natural fluorescence of CCM, QCT, and some
compounds of FDMMs, no labelling was needed. To visualize FDMMs, CCM, and QCT, the
excitation wavelength was set as 405 nm, 488 nm, and 458 nm,(Bourbon et al., 2016;
Pawlikowska-Pawlęga et al., 2007) respectively. Images were obtained at 10-fold magnification
using LAS X software (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany).
3.3.8 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
The XRD patterns of various samples were obtained using an X-ray diffractometer (The
Panalytical Empyrean, Malvern Panalytical, Worcestershire, UK) equipped with a Cu Kα source
at a wavelength of 1.5406 Å . Measurements were operated with a scan speed of 0.112°/s and a
step size of 0.026°. The 2 angle range was set from 5° to 60°.
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3.3.9 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
The thermal stability of powder samples was characterized using a DSC system (DSC 250
Discovery, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE). Approximately 5 mg of powder was weighed and
transferred to an aluminum pan, and an empty pan was used as a reference. After the pan was
tightly sealed using a hermetic lid with a pinhole, samples were heated from 30 °C to 340 °C at a
rate of 10 °C/min. The flow rate of the transfer nitrogen gas was 30 mL/min.
3.3.10 Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)
ATR-FTIR spectra of FDMMs, CCM, and QCT before and after encapsulation were
obtained from 64 scans using a Spectrum Two FTIR instrument (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA).
The scanning region was from 4000 to 400 cm-1, and the wavenumber resolution was set at 4 cm1

.

3.3.11 Photostability test
The chemical stability of CCM and QCT against UV irradiation was studied. Briefly, CCMQCT-loaded FDMMs (10.0 mg) were suspended in 10 mL of PBS (pH 7.0, 50 mM). Pristine
CCM (0.43 mg) and QCT (0.13 mg) samples were suspended at concentrations comparable to
CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs in methanol/PBS mixture (20:80, v:v). A UV lamp (30 W) with a
wavelength of 253 nm was used for irradiation. Samples were irradiated while being stirred on a
magnetic stirrer for 1 h at the distance of 35 cm from the lamp. Each 10-mL sample was
withdrawn at predetermined time intervals (0, 5, 10, 30, and 60 min) and mixed with methanol
(10 mL) for 4 h at 22 °C. The supernatant after centrifugation of samples at 14,100 g for 30 min
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was filtered through a PTFE syringe filter (0.45 μm pore size) and analyzed for residual CCM
and QCT concentrations using the HPLC method described above.
3.3.12 DPPH assay for synergistic antioxidant activity
The synergistic antioxidant effect of CCM and QCT was evaluated using the DPPH assay
following the principle described previously (Molyneux, 2004). FDMMs (0.22 mg), pristine
CCM (10 µg), pristine QCT (3 µg), and their mixtures at same mass, or FDMMs loaded with
NLAs (0.233 mg) were prepared in methanol. The ratio of FDMMs to CCM/QCT was the same
for the physical mixture and capsules. Each sample (2 mL) was mixed with the same volume of
methanol-based 0.1 mM DPPH solution for 10 s and incubated for 1 h in amber vials at 22 °C.
The absorbance of the top clear serum was measured at 517 nm using a model Evolution 201
UV-vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). The reduction of the DPPH, Q%
(i.e., DPPH scavenging activity) was calculated using the following equation:
𝑄% = 100 (𝐴0 − 𝐴C )/𝐴0

(2)

where 𝐴0 and 𝐴C are the absorbance of the control (methanol without test sample) and a test
sample, respectively.
The synergistic effect (SE) can be defined as the ratio between the experimental antioxidant
activity and the theoretical antioxidant activity (Zanfini et al., 2010). The SE of CCM and QCT
on DPPH scavenging activity was calculated using eq. 3. CCM and QCT display synergistic
action if 𝑆𝐸 is greater than 1.
𝑆𝐸 = 𝑄
Where, 𝑄𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 is 𝑄𝐶𝐶𝑀 + 𝑄𝑄𝐶𝑇 −

𝑄
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙

𝑄𝐶𝐶𝑀 × 𝑄𝑄𝐶𝑇
100
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(3)

(Zanfini et al., 2010).

3.3.13 Ferric reducing antioxidant power (FRAP) test
The FRAP was conducted with slight modification of a previously reported method (Huang
et al., 2019). FDMMs (77.0 mg), CCM (3.3 mg), or QCT (1.0 mg) were mixed with 2.5 mL of
PBS (0.2 M, pH 7.0), and then potassium ferricyanide solution (2.5 mL, 1% w/v) was added.
After being heated for 20 min in a water bath at 50 °C, the solution mixtures were cooled down
in an iced water bath for 10 s and acidified with 2.5 mL of a 10% w/v TCA solution. The
supernatant (0.1 mL) was collected after centrifugation for 10 min at 3,000 g and 21 °C and
mixed with deionized water (0.9 mL) and ferric chloride solution (0.1 mL, 0.1% w/v) for 10 min.
The absorbance was read at 700 nm using the UV-vis spectrophotometer mentioned above. The
standard curve was prepared using ascorbic acid solutions at the concentration range of 0-70
µg/mL. The ferric reducing power of samples was converted to ascorbic acid equivalent
(µg/mL).
3.3.14 Preparation of hamburger patties
Hamburger patties with a total mass of 200 g were prepared using 80% lean ground beef
according to the formulations presented in Table 1. The ingredients were mixed using the grind
function of a commercial blender (model 58148A, Hamilton Beach, Glen Allen, VA) for 1 min
and then divided into duplicate samples (~ 90 g). Patties were flattened to approximately 1 cm of
thickness and cooked on an electric skillet at 180 °C until the internal temperature of patties
reached 75 °C. After cooling down to 22 °C in styrene foam tray, the cooked patties were stored
in Ziploc bags for 12 days in a refrigerator with a temperature of ~ 4 °C.
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3.3.15 Lipid oxidation test
The lipid oxidation of the patties was evaluated for the TBA reactive substances (TBARS)
(Sørensen & Jørgensen, 1996). Patties were cut into small chunks and homogenized with 20%
TCA solution using a commercial blender (model 51131, Hamilton Beach, Glen Allen, VA) for
1 min and a microprocessor homogenizer (a model Cyclone I.Q., VirTis, Gardiner, NY) for 1
min at 30,000 rpm. The homogenized samples were filtered through a PTFE filter (0.45 μm), and
the filtrate (0.7 mL) was mixed with the same volume of 0.01 M TBA solution. After being
heated for 30 min at 70 °C, samples were measured for the absorbance at 532 nm using the
above UV-VIS spectrophotometer. The absorbance was used to quantify TBARS values that
were expressed as mg of malondialdehyde (MDA) per kg of beef. To prepare MDA stock
solution, 73.37 mg of TEP was dissolved in 10 mL of 0.1 M HCl and heated in a water bath for 5
min at 95 °C to convert TEP to MDA. The standard curve of MDA was established in the
concentration range of 2.4 – 40 μg/mL.
3.3.16 Statistical analysis
Each measurement was done with at least two replicates. The mean and standard deviation
(SD) were calculated for loading capacity, DPPH scavenging capacity, FRAP, and
photostability. Statistical analysis was conducted using SAS enterprise guide 7.1 (SAS Institute
Inc, Cary, NC). Fisher’s least significant-difference (LSD) test with the analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to determine the significant differences of mean values of treatment samples
at the significance level of 0.05.
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3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Particle size and loading capacity
The particle size distribution of FDMMs (Fig. 3.1) showed that the number of FDMMs
smaller than 50 μm slightly decreased after loading CCM and QCT, whereas more FDMMs in
the range of 50 - 105 μm were observed after the loading. However, the De Brouckere mean
diameter (D4, 3) of FDMMs from the particle size distribution was 161.9  2.5 and 153.9  6.5
μm before and after loading CCM and QCT, respectively, showing no significant difference (p >
0.05). This suggests that the encapsulation of CCM and QCT can be achieved without affecting
the size of FDMMs.
The loading capacity was 4.3% for CCM and 1.3% for QCT. The loading capacity of NLAs
greatly depends on the composition of encapsulation materials and methods. For example, when
protein nanoparticles were used to encapsulate CCM, the loading capacity was 11.7%, whereas
the loading capacity was only 0.4% when lipid nanoparticles were used (Zou et al., 2016). QCT
is often dissolved in an organic solvent before being encapsulated. When QCT was dissolved in
100% ethanol for nanoformulation with cellulose nanofibers, the loading capacity was 24.3%;
however, the loading capacity was greatly enhanced to 74.2% by dissolving QCT in the mixture
of water and ethanol (50:50 v/v) (X. Li et al., 2019). A study reported the loading capacity of
QCT in three different delivery systems: solid lipid nanoparticles, nanostructured lipid carriers,
and lipid nanoemulsions being 0.6%, 0.9%, and 0.9%, respectively (Aditya et al., 2014). The
results demonstrated that the simple and scalable method used in the present study to load CCM
and QCT in FDMMs can obtain a loading capacity comparable to literature studies.
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3.4.2 Morphology of curcumin, quercetin, and freeze-dried mushroom microparticles
The SEM surface morphology of CCM, QCT, and FDMMs before and after encapsulation is
displayed in Fig. 3. Before encapsulation, the FDMMs had irregular structures with a highly
porous surface (Fig. 3.2A and E), which probably promoted the absorption of CCM and QCT
dissolved in the ethanol/PEG400 solution. A recent study reported similar flaky structures of
pulverized mushroom powder with a porous surface (Kim et al., 2021). Micrometer scale pores
were also observed for the mushroom powder studied as absorbents (Banga et al., 2015). As
shown in Fig. 3.2B, pristine CCM had irregular crystalline structures with a length of 2-30 µm,
which was similar to the observation in a previous study (Kakran et al., 2012). On the other
hand, crystalline QCT displayed more needle-like structures (Fig. 3.2C). This distinction of
crystalline structures between CCM and QCT was captured in the physical mixture (Fig. 3.2D
and E). By loading CCM and QCT in FDMMs, the original crystalline structures of both
compounds disappeared (Fig. 3.2F), which indicates structural transformation of both CCM and
QCT. In addition, CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs had a smooth surface, probably due to the porereducing effect of PEG (Kumar et al., 2020).
3.4.3 Distribution of curcumin and quercetin loaded within freeze-dried mushroom
microparticles
CLSM imaging was used to evaluate the distribution of CCM and QCT loaded within
FDMMs (Fig. 3.3). Endogenous auto-fluorescent compounds of FDMMs exhibited fluorescent
intensity at the excitation wavelength of 405 nm regardless of the loading of CCM and QCT
(Fig. 3.3A-1 and B-1). Strong fluorescent intensity from CCM at 488 nm and from QCT at 458
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nm was observed along the contour of FDMMs auto-fluorescent compounds, illustrating the
uniform distribution of loaded CCM and QCT. The observance of fluorescence from z-stack
image at 150 μm indicates that diffusion of NLA solution occurred effectively, delivering CCM
and QCT into not only the surface pores but also the intra-cellular tissues of FDMMs. This
indicates that the binding of loaded CCM and QCT to the cytoplasm and organelles of FDMMs
occurred (Rai et al., 2021). Embedding CCM and QCT in FDMMs may be responsible to the
improvement in UV stability observed for QCT in Fig. 3.7.
3.4.4 Crystalline structures
All the samples exhibited their characteristic peaks in XRD curves, shown in Fig. 3.4.
FDMMs showed distinguished peaks at 9.6° and 21.1°. The cellular wall of mushroom has a
high amount of chitin present in different crystalline forms depending on the source of raw
materials: α-, β-, and γ-chitin (Ospina et al., 2015). The α-chitin has sharp peaks around 9.6° and
21.1° (Jang et al., 2004), which were observed for FDMMs. The FDMMs treated at loading
conditions without or with CCM and QCT still exhibited characteristic peaks of α-chitin, but
with the reduced intensity. In a previous study, the reduced peak intensity from crystalline
chitosan was also observed when chitosan was blended with PEG (Parker et al., 2016). Narrow
crystalline peaks at 2θ of 8.9°, 14.5°, 17.3°, 18.2°, 24.6°, and 25.6° were observed for pristine
CCM, and 10.8°, 12.5°, and 27.4° for QCT, which are comparable to previous studies (Li et al.,
2016; Sahoo et al., 2011). The sharp peaks of pristine CCM and QCT were maintained in the
CCM-QCT and CCM-QCT-FDMMs mixtures, revealing the same crystalline state of the NLAs
in the physical mixture form. However, CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs did not exhibit diffraction
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peaks corresponding to pristine CCM and QCT, indicating that the NLAs existed in the
amorphous state rather than the crystalline state.
3.4.5 DSC thermal properties
The endothermic peak resulting from glass transition or melting was identified for each
sample in DSC (Fig. 3.5). A minor broad peak was observed around 110 °C for FDMMs both
before and after treatment at loading conditions without CCM and QCT. Due to the amorphous
structure of FDMMs as observed in SEM (Fig. 3.2A), FDMMs did not show well-resolved sharp
peaks. Another study also reported a smooth peak at around 125 °C for mushroom concentrate
powder (Umaña et al., 2021). The wide and flat peak of FDMMs is partially attributed to their
heterogenous composition. CCM and QCT showed an endothermic peak at its melting point of
180 °C and 327 °C, respectively. The curve of QCT had another peak at around 135 °C due to
dehydration (Pool et al., 2012). Similar curves were observed for the physical mixture of pristine
CCM and QCT with and without FDMMs, maintaining the endothermic peaks around 130 °C
and 180 °C. However, a slight change in the peak position of QCT dehydration and the
disappearance of QCT melting peak around 327 °C suggest that QCT might interact with CCM
during heating. CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs presented no typical thermal transition observed in
pristine CCM and QCT, suggesting that both CCM and QCT were successfully loaded in
FDMMs.
3.4.6 ATR-FTIR analysis
FTIR spectra of FDMMs, CCM, and QCT in various forms are presented in Fig. 3.6. The
control FDMMs without any treatment displayed several absorption peaks at 3265, 2935, 1635,
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1548, 1305, 1081, 1022, 930, 890, and 622 cm-1. Mushrooms of different origins may display
varied FTIR spectrum patterns due to the difference in chemical compositions. The peaks
observed from our commercial freeze-dried mushroom with unknown species were similar to
those of Boletaceae mushrooms (Yao et al., 2018). Two sharp peaks at 1081 cm-1 and 1022 cm-1
are a result of C–O–C and C–O–H stretching vibration of glycosidic linkages (W. Li et al.,
2019). The similarity of peaks from FDMMs with previously reported spectrum of mushrooms
and chemical standards reveals that characteristic peaks from our observation are mainly
assigned to protein (e.g., 1635 cm-1 from amide Ⅰ vibration of proteins (Barth, 2007)) and
polysaccharides (e.g., 1081, 1022, and 890 cm-1), especially β-D-glucan which is the major
compound in mushroom (Choong et al., 2014).
The recorded peaks of CCM at 3509, 1601, 1508, 1273, 1025, and 962 cm-1 were
comparable to the observation from a study that thoroughly analyzed vibrational spectra of CCM
molecules (Kolev et al., 2005). The peaks at 3509 cm-1 and 1601 cm-1 are from the stretching
vibration of O–H and C=C from the phenolic ring, respectively (Bich et al., 2009). Another sharp
peak at 1508 cm-1 is attributed to mixing of C–O and C=C vibrations while the one at 1273 cm-1
is from C–O stretching of ether group (Roy & Rhim, 2020). Characteristic bands of C–H and C–
O were also observed at 1025 cm-1 and 962 cm-1, respectively.
QCT presented strong intensities at 3398, 1663, 1608, 1520, 1259, 1166, 674, and 638 cm-1.
The characteristic peaks of CCM and QCM were maintained in the FTIR spectra of the mixture
of CCM and QCT as well as the mixture of CCM, QCT, and FDMMs, with the reduced intensity
due to dilution with other components. CCM-, QCT-, and CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs exhibited
characteristic peaks of FDMMs without any new peaks generated. This indicates that there were
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no chemical interactions but only physical interactions at the studied conditions. Shifts in
characteristic peaks were observed from 1501 to 1514 cm-1 and 1273 to 1285 cm-1 for CCMloaded FDMMs and from 1663 to 1652 cm-1 for QCT-loaded FDMMs but not in solvent-treated
FDMMs. The results suggest that the shifts in peaks resulted from the binding of CCM and QCT
to FDMMs.
3.4.7 UV-stability of curcumin and quercetin loaded in freeze-dried mushroom microparticles
Photochemical stability of CCM and QCT after irradiation at 253 nm is shown in Fig. 3.7.
During 1 h of UV irradiation, residual CCM barely changed (98.9% for pristine CCM and 97.7%
for CCM loaded in FDMMs), while the residual QCT concentration did not decrease for the
encapsulated sample after UV irradiation (97.7%, p > 0.05) but was only 73.7% for the pristine
QCT. CCM degradation during UV irradiation is remarkably affected by the pH of solvent. For
example, after 2 h of UV irradiation at 254 nm, the residual CCM was about 25% in the PBS at
pH 8.0 but was close to 75% in the PBS at pH 7.0 (Lee et al., 2013). The little change of residual
CCM in present study may be due to the use of neutral pH (7.0) of the PBS and short-time
treatment (1 h) of UV irradiation. QCT has five hydroxyl groups (–OH) on its C3, 3′, 4, 5, and 7
positions (Dall’Acqua et al., 2012). The higher number of hydroxyl groups in QCT makes it
more degradable than CCM when QCT is dissolved in nucleophilic solvents such as PBS. This is
because nucleophilic molecules such as water promote intermolecular hydrogen bonding
between nucleophiles and hydroxyl group of flavonoids, changing molecular geometry of QCT
(Borghetti et al., 2012). For example, when CCM and QCT were separately dissolved in PBSbased solution for 3 h, 46% of residual CCM was detected but no QCT was observed (Vaz et al.,
2020). The degradation of hydroxyl groups in QCT mainly occurs at C3, 3′ and 4 positions,
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which are responsible for the antioxidant activity of QCT (Dall’Acqua et al., 2012). A study
reported that 42% of QCT was degraded in the mixture of water and ethanol but only ~14% of
QCT degradation was observed in nanoemulsions (Kaur et al., 2016). Our results suggest that
FDMMs can effectively protect QCT from photodegradation in nucleophilic solvents.
3.4.8 Synergistic antioxidant effect of curcumin and quercetin
Pristine CCM and QCT at the concentrations corresponding to those loaded in FDMMs
showed comparable Q values, and FDMMs barely had a Q value of only 2.5% (Table 2). Both
pristine CCM and QCT presented antioxidant activity due to their phenolic hydroxyl groups (–
OH), which are directly related to their free radical scavenging ability (Chen et al., 2020).
FDMMs loaded with one antioxidant, CCM or QCT, had a similar Q value as that of pristine
CCM and QCT (p > 0.05). This trend was also observed when CCM and QCT were loaded
together in FDMMs. This indicates that the antioxidant activity of CCM and QCT was still
retained after being loaded in FDMMs, demonstrating the potential of FDMMs as a carrier
material to maintain antioxidant properties of the NLAs. Another study also reported the
unaffected antioxidant activity of CCM after encapsulation in millet protein (Wang et al., 2018).
The SE (eq. 3) of CCM and QCT in physical mixture and encapsulated forms was derived
(Table 2). The combination of CCM and QCT presented the SE value greater than 1, in both free
and encapsulated forms, suggesting their synergistic antioxidant activity. The higher SE was
found for CCM and QCT loaded in FDMMs than the physically mixed CCM and QCT.
However, interaction mechanisms that elucidate the synergism in antioxidant activity of different
NLAs are very little known because the exact antioxidant mechanism of each compound is
needed to prove the synergy (Guleria, 2017). Some NLAs coordinate antioxidant activity
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depending on their reaction rates or the concentration of antioxidants at the oxidation location,
and the NLA with a slower reaction rate tends to regenerate the other NLA by transferring
hydrogen to the radical from the reacted antioxidant (Cuvelier et al., 2000; Guo et al., 2021).
QCT usually has a higher oxidation inhibition rate than CCM, (Fujisawa & Kadoma, 2006) and
CCM may help the regeneration of QCT radicals, resulting in the synergy of the two NLAs.
3.4.9 Inhibition of lipid oxidation of beef patties
TBARS values of beef patties prepared with different formulations (Table 1) during
refrigerated storage (4 °C) are presented in Fig. 3.8. On the first day of storage, the treatment
with CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs had the lowest TBARS value, while the highest TBARS value
was observed from the treatment with physical mixture of QCT and FDMMs. The TBARS value
of the control patties increased during storage and was higher than other samples from day 3 (p <
0.05). Patties with FDMMs did not present an increase in TBARS value (p > 0.05) after 12-day
storage, with the CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs treatment showing a lower level than any other
treatments (p < 0.05). This suggests that lipid oxidation in cooked patties was significantly
inhibited with the incorporation of FDMMs, CCM, and QCT, most effectively with the addition
of CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs.
A study reported that TBARS production was inhibited in pork patties with 0.05 wt% clove,
cassia bark, or rosemary extracts, and the inhibition by these extracts was similar and was
comparable to the treatment with 0.05 wt% butylated hydroxyanisole (Kong et al., 2010). In our
study, CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs inhibited TBARS increases better than the physical mixture
with same amounts of CCM, QCT, and FDMMs. One reason may be that the antioxidant activity
of CCM and QCT in beef patties after cooking was retained better when loaded in FDMMs. For
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example, the increased heat stability was reported for CCM loaded in soluble polysaccharides
nanocomplexes (Chen et al., 2017) and QCT within niosomes (Elmi et al., 2021). Another reason
is that the synergistic antioxidant activity of CCM and QCT (Table 2) is better fulfilled when the
two NLAs are in the amorphous structure improving the water solubility and are in proximity.
Results in Fig. 3.8 also suggest the strong antioxidative properties FDMMs, which was not
observed in the DPPH scavenging assay (Table 2). When quantified for FRAP, the FRAP of
FDMMs (291.2  5.3 µg/mL) was comparable to that of CCM (336.0  8.6 µg/mL) and QCT
(331.1  3.0 µg/mL). Therefore, it is possible that FDMMs can weaken the prooxidant role of
multivalent cations in beef patties rich in iron.
3.5 Conclusion
Successful loading of CCM and QCT in FDMMs demonstrated the potential application of
porous vegetable matrices as carriers of various NLAs. Diffusion of the NLA solution in
FDMMs, as confirmed in CLSM, resulted in a loading capacity comparable to previous reports.
Inclusion of the NLAs in FDMMs improved the stability during UV irradiation, more significant
for QCT. Inclusion of the NLAs in FDMMs also transformed the crystalline to amorphous state
of CCM and QCT, as observed for the disappearance of characteristics peaks in XRD spectra and
melting peak in DSC thermograms. The presence of the two NLAs with synergistic antioxidant
activity in FDMMs and likely their amorphous state resulted in the improved ability to
effectively reduce lipid oxidation in cooked beef patties during storage. The findings from our
study may expand the use of vegetable microparticles for incorporating a variety of NLAs to
improve food quality.
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Appendix
Table 3.1 Formulations of 200 g hamburger patties composed of various amounts of ground
beef, freeze-dried mushroom microparticles (FDMMs), pristine curcumin (CCM), pristine
quercetin (QCT), and FDMMs loaded with CCM and QCT.*
Sample

Sodium

FDMMs

CCM

QCT

chloride (g)

(g)

(mg)

(mg)

Control

2

0

0

0

FDMMs

2

3.5

0

0

FDMMs+CCM

2

3.5

140

0

FDMMs+QCT

2

3.5

0

44

FDMMs+CCM+QCT

2

3.5

140

44

FDMMs loaded with CCM+QCT

2

3.5

140

44

*The remainder is ground beef mass.
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Table 3.2 The DPPH scavenging activity (Q%) and synergistic effect (SE) determined for
freeze-dried mushroom microparticles (FDMMs), curcumin (CCM), quercetin (QCT), and their
mixtures, as well as FDMMs loaded with one or two antioxidants.
Sample

𝑄%

FDMMs

2.5  0.4 e

CCM

22.7  2.4 cd

QCT

16.8  1.8 d

CCM+QCT

43.0 0.8 ab

CCM+QCT+FDMMs

43.4  0.6 ab

CCM-loaded FDMMs

35.2  1.8 b

QCT-loaded FDMMs

26.4  3.6 c

CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs

50.9  8.8 a

*Qtheoretical = 𝑄𝐶𝐶𝑀 + 𝑄𝑄𝐶𝑇 −
#

𝑄𝐶𝐶𝑀 × 𝑄𝑄𝐶𝑇
100

SE = Q/Qtheoretical
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𝑄𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 %*

𝑆𝐸 #

35.7  3.3

1.20

37.3  3.0

1.37

Figure 3.1 The diameter distribution of freeze-dried mushroom microparticles before and after
loading curcumin and quercetin.
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A

B

Figure 3.2 SEM images of freeze-dried mushroom microparticles (FDMMs, A), pristine
curcumin (CCM, B), pristine quercetin (QCT, C), physical mixture of CCM and QCT (D),
physical mixture of FDMMs, CCM, and QCT (E), and CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs (F).
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C

D

Figure 3.2 continued
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E

F

Figure 3.2 continued
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A-1

B-1

A-2

B-2

A-3

B-3

Figure 3.3 CLSM images at the z-stack of 150 μm of freeze-dried mushroom microparticles
(FDMMs) before (A) and after (B) the loading of curcumin (CCM) and quercetin (QCT) with the
excitation wavelength at 405 nm for FDMMs (1), 458 nm for QCT (2), and 488 nm for CCM (3).
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Figure 3.4 XRD patterns of freeze-dried mushroom microparticles (FDMMs), FDMMs treated
at encapsulation conditions without CCM and QCT, pristine curcumin (CCM), pristine quercetin
(QCT), physical mixture of CCM and QCT, physical mixture of CCM, QCT, and FDMMs, and
CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs.
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Figure 3.5 DSC thermographs of freeze-dried mushroom microparticles (FDMMs), FDMMs
treated at encapsulation conditions without CCM and QCT, pristine curcumin (CCM), pristine
quercetin (QCT), physical mixture of CCM and QCT, physical mixture of CCM, QCT and
FDMMs, and CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs.
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Figure 3.6 FTIR spectra of freeze-dried mushroom microparticles (FDMMs), FDMMs treated at
encapsulation conditions without CCM and QCT, pristine curcumin (CCM), pristine quercetin
(QCT), physical mixture of CCM and QCT, physical mixture of CCM, QCT, and FDMMs,
CCM-loaded FDMMs, QCT-loaded FDMMs, and CCM-QCT-loaded FDMMs.
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Figure 3.7 Percentage of residual curcumin (CCM, A) and quercetin (QCT, B) in pristine or
encapsulated form during UV irradiation 253 nm for 60 min. Error bars are SD (n = 2). Different
letters above columns indicate significant difference between mean values in the same plot (p <
0.05).
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Figure 3.8 The effects of adding freeze-dried mushroom microparticles (FDMMs), curcumin
(CCM), and quercetin (QCT) in pristine or encapsulated form on TBARS of cooked beef patties
during 12-day storage at 4 °C. Error bars are SD (n = 2).
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Chapter 4 Concluding remarks and future work
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4.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, freeze-dried porous matrices of a plant and a fungus were used to load
various LBCs. This suggests that other plant materials have the potential as carrier materials and
may be selected based on the functionalities of interest. The binary mixture of ethanol and
PEG400 enabled the dissolution of RSV and CCM at high concentrations and the diffusion of
high amounts of the LBCs into porous microparticles. To load other target LBCs, different
mixtures of solvents may be considered to dissolve LBCs at high concentrations.
4.2 Future work and application perspectives
4.2.1. Future work
Findings in this dissertation showed that the bioaccessibility and the antioxidant activity of
LBCs can be significantly improved by loading into porous plant or fungus microparticles.
Although it has been observed that in vitro bioaccessibility and in vivo bioavailability of loaded
LBCs are positively correlated (Ribas-Agustí et al., 2018; Ting et al., 2015), it requires in vivo
animal studies to claim that loading LBCs into porous plant microparticles can lead to higher
bioavailability of LBCs compared to pristine LBCs. Also, the diffusion kinetics of LBCs solution
in the pore network of porous plant microparticles can be studied to predict and optimize the
loading process of LBCs into porous plant microparticles. Finally, the exact antioxidative
mechanism of individual LBC and the mechanism of antioxidant synergism are worth exploring
to achieve more effective antioxidant activities of LBCs loaded within porous plant
microparticles.
4.2.2. Perspectives for food applications
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There are many opportunities in the functional food market for ingredients that contain
LBCs with enhanced bioaccessibility (Xavier & Mercadante, 2019). Natural porous matrices as
vehicles of LBCs have the advantage of label friendliness and applicability in unique market
sectors. The findings from this study may be adopted for functional food applications that require
plant or fungus-based materials. The improved bioaccessibility (~60% increase) and high
stability of RSV loaded within FDPMs (92.9% retention after more than 3 months) show the
potential of RSV-loaded FDPMs as functional foods ingredients with unique features. For
example, potato powder can substitute wheat flour up to 40% (w/w) and improve rheological and
textural properties of instant noodles (Nawaz et al., 2019). FDPMs enriched with RSV may also
be used to enhance sensory qualities and consumer acceptance of milk dessert (Chakraborty &
Bandyopadhyay, 2017). Additionally, the application of CCM-QCT-loaded FDPMs can be
expanded from increasing antioxidant activity of pasta (Wang et al., 2020) to decreasing lipid
oxidation in different types of muscle foods, such as beef, fish, and goat meats (Banerjee et al.,
2020; Bao et al., 2008). Lastly, simple diffusion used in this study can be easily scaled-up
(Cullen & O’donnell, 2009) and does not require high energy input. Therefore, findings from this
study may be significant to the food industry.
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